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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAM
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VOL. 46
MANGE

SUPREME

QUARANTINE
IS PARTIALLY LIFTED.

I

ME

BRITISH SCIENTIST

But U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry
is Still Enforcing it Against
Eastern New Mexico.

INCUBATOR STILL

Washington, Aug. 26. The secre-tatof agriculture has issued an order effective September 1, releasing
from
quarantine on account of
scabies or mange in cattle that portion of North Dakota lying south and
west of the Mississippi river. Up to
October 1, 1908, the entire state was
in quarantine for this disease, but on
that date the part'.north and east of
'
the Missouri river was released,, the DOES NOT LIKE NEW WOiWAIf FEEBLE
disease having been eradicated from
that section. The work of eradication

Much

PAD

FEELS

ALARMED

Mrs. James

y

He Feels Keenly on 'Harriman Securities
Question of Race Showed ConsiderSuicide
able Weakness

Several Cases Argued and Submitted Today.
FIVE

ADMITTED

10

has been continued by
between the federal and state authorities with such good effect that the
entire state is now pronounced free
from the disease and the quarantine
is removed from the last remaining
portion.
Tne area still under federal quarantine on account of this disease comprises the northeastern part of Montana; the southeastern part of Wyoming, the eastern portions of Colorado
and New Mexico, the western portions of South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma, the Panhandle of
Texas, and a small area in the extreme southern part of Texas. The
federal
and state authorities are
in
these regions, and it is
working
the policy of the department of agriculture to remove its quarantine as
rapidly as the disease is eradicated
from any considerable area.

Class Was Smaller Than Any
In Recent Years Owing
To New Law.
The territorial supreme court has
adopted the rules recommended by
the Territorial Board of Bar Examiners, and these were ordered certified to the district judges and disThe following were admitted to the Bar on examination:
Peter Medford of Clayton, Union
county; Chester H. Hunker, M. T.
Clo-viDunlavy and L. P. Spaulding of

trict clerks.

s,

Curry county; and Robert Arthur
Fergusson of Albuquerque. Two candidates that failed to pass were given
leave to take the examination at the
next term.
In case No. 1203, judgment was
given against the sureties.
In case No. 1260, U. S. vs. Chin Wan
J

I

'

26.
New York, Aw;.
Harriman
stocks were weak again today at the
opening of the stock market. One
block of 15,000 shares of Union Pacific
and 202
opened at a range of 203
a decline of three points against
yesterday's closing. Dealings in South- em Pacific were more moderate with a;
decline of over one point soon after
opening. Union Pacific sold lower to
201
the first few minutes, which is
practically the lowest price touched
by that stock in over three weeks.
There were recessions of a point or
more throughout the active list.
Southern Pacific was down 1
New York Central 1 4 and steel 1.
Some support in Union Pacific rallied
the market slightly before the end of
the first hour, but another and more
severe decline sent the prices lower
than before. Trading fell off slightly
during the second hour. At noon there
,was another spasm or liquidation, and
Union Pacific fell to 200
a loss of
5 points from the opening.
The whole
was off in sympathy, but another
feeble rally set in at mid-daShortly after 2 o'clock another drive
was directed against the Union Pacific which brought that stock below
EIGHTEEN HOURS
fell to
AT SAN ANTONIO. 200. On relatively small sales it
199
with a further decline in
Pacific and a marked weakBig Program Outlined for the Visit of Southern
ness
in
The balance list showed
steel.
President Taft at the Texas
further declines from 1 to 2
points.
Metropolis.

Cecil
Mexico, appellee, vs. Carlos
continued.
was
appellant,
Ayer,
cars
Case No. 1224, Territory vs. Ricardo future install passenger
Alarid, wasj reargued and submitted. on their lines. Results in other
Case No. 1159, Mogollori Gold and
parts of the United States have
Copper Company vs. John W. Stout, shown conclusively that this is a
motion to retax costs, was denied.
success on lines with light passenger
Case No. 1286, the Territory -- of
are very
New Mexico ex rel., Oro Butter traffic. Operation expenses
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 26. It
much
a
A.
gets
the
etc.,
and
.public
Abbott,
Meece, relator, vs. Ira
light
'
manwould
to
motion
quashrequire a stay of : three days
respondent,
bitter service.'
damus sustained and appeal granted.
in
railthis
city if President Taft were to
The Uvalde, and Crystal City
In 'case of 1201, in re W. J. Hittson, road is the first to operate a passen- participate in the program that had
the Tucumcari attorney who was
'at fircl been outlined by the general
motor car in southwest Texas.
entertainment committee, and a week
suspended from practice for two ger
deThe conveyance is steam propelled at least would be
years, a motion to reinstate was
necessary if he
nied.
and has a seating capacity of fifty. was to figure in the entertainments
consti- that have
been suggested by enterCase No. 1055, Solomon Luna, plain- A motorman and conductor
crew.
Railtute its
tiff in error, vs. Cerrillos Coal
prising citizens. While much could
road Company, defendant in error, ' While none of the larger lines have be crowded into the eighteen hours
was continued.
as yet seriously considered the run- the President will have here, the
In case No. 1289, L. E. McRee, et ning of these cars, it is thought that fact that he arrives at 7:30 in the
more trains evening and leaves at 2:13 the next
al., appellants, vs. Domingo Cassan, the constant clamour for
of
economy afternoon makes the arranging of enand
the
factor
and
was
dimunition
per
granted
day
appellee,
rather awkward. Beinvolved, will result in a general adop. tertainments
the cause continued.
a very short sides this his stay here had to be diSubmitted on briefs were No. tlon of this system in
vided in two, Fort Sam Houston, as
time.
i lj4
1258, James Reagan, appellee, vs. El
the second largest garrision in the
Coin-pan&
Northeastern
Railway
Paso
United States, claiming a great deal
appellant; and in No. 1235, Terhis time.
of
vs.
OF
ritory of New Mexico, appellant,
The program as now established
Hobert Leslie, Sr., and Robert Leslie,
has been wired to Mr. Taft and has
Ji., appellants.
received his approval. It consists for
Argued and submitted were cases
Sunday, October 17, of a reception at
No. 1267, James Land Company, apM
the
railroad station at 7:30 p. m
pellant, vs. Antonio Jose Garcia, apj drive to the
hotel; a few minutes rest
Golden-burg
B.
pellee, and No. 1273, M.
and
a
visit at Fort Sam Housthere,
Co., appellee, vs. E. J. Pring, et
ton. After receiving the Gift' Chapel
al., appellants.
he will return to the hotel where he
The court met both forenoon and
will participate in some n iiior enterafternoon today and Chief Justice
tainments. Monday morning a full
Mills presided, while the six assocdress garrison review will be witnessiate judges were also present.
ed by him at the post and at'ier this
1
District Court
he will lay the corner stone of a
. A demurrer to the complaint was
On his return to Alamo
chapel.
filed today by Col. E. W. Dobson, attor-neplaza he will be officially welcomed
BETTER by the
NO
for the defendant in the case of
city authorities. A lunch at
the Hicks Locomotive Car Works vs.
the hotel and a farewell reception
The New Mexico Central Railraod
will take up his time until his deCompany on an open account.
Railroad Officials Spend parture at 2 : 1. p. m.
It is hoped that the President may
in
Part
of
Great
Night
induced to stay over Monday night
be
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
the purpose of tendering him a
for
Conference.
IN SANTA FE.
definitely,
Nothing
grand banquet.
his intenso
of
known
far
is
however,
New York. Aug. 26. Considerable tions in this respect.
Ancient City Has Two Stations But
significance is attached to the visit of
They Are Not for Public
Dr. Norman E. Ditman, the eminent FLAG TO FLAG RACE
Use.
DENVER TO MEXICO.
specialist in the diseases of kidneys,
Passersby on Grant , avenue near to E. H. Harriman. It has been imContestants Will Be Controlled From
the' federal building have lately no-- ;
ansecure
to
an
authorative
Pullmans Wherever This is
ticed attached to the Grimshaw and possible
,
cross-Practicable.
which
nouncement
of
from
the
residences
two
wooden
4
Catron
malady
S, that have aroused considerable the railroad magnate is apparently sufSan Antonio, Tex., Aug. 26. Con
amount of curiosity. The crosses are fering. Ditman, after a
long interview,
of
g
than
else
race beparts
necessary
nothing
testants in the
a duplicate wireless telegraph set with Harriman. 'declined to make any tween Denver and Mexico City will
owned by C. C. Catron and Ira Grim-- j statement for the public. All queshave a day and a half lay over in San
shaw. The crosses are set about one tioners are referred to
1
con-The automobiles will, accordAntonio.
each
hundred feet apart,
being
Lovett of the Union Pacific. The latnected with a separate wireless tele-- ; ter is disinclined to talk of Harriman's ing to the schedule, arrive here Sat-- j
graph outfit but being unconnected complaint, saying nothing more than urday forenoon and will not leave unwith each other save by the transno better. Lovett was in til Monday morning.
mission through the air of electrical that he is
As controls. Pullman cars will be
and
the
Messrs.
conference
Catron
first
At
greater part of last
waves.
Orimshaw did not have the success night at the Union Pacific efflces with used. The roads to be followed by the
machines run for the greater part parexpected but now they are able to a number of railroad officials.
the
with
allel to the railroads and for this reawas
an
ideal
messages
it
at
receive
and
send
Although
day
Kieatest ease and soon expect to be Arden, Harriman did not leave the son this has been decided to be the
in position to work at long distance. house yesterday to inspect his new hest way of controlling the contestThe experiments they are carrying two million' dollar estate. Dr. Lyle ants. There are parts, however,
on are merely for their own pleas- said that the financier is' in good where the roads diverge from the genrailure and instruction. , Grimshaw has spirits, "although still
jery weak," but eral direction followed by the
had considerable
experience with that he would recover'strength' quick- roads, and in them controls will be
wireless telegraphy having been an ly. Harriman, himself, insists that his made by automobiles with the Pulloperator In the U, S. navy for two condition is not serious, and a period man as a base. The stop in San Anyears. Catron has learned rapidly of rest will enable, htmto resume his tonio will be the longest of the entire
and is now considered quite an adept. great business activities.
.
trip.
,

-

j

i
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CAUSE

Specialist in Kidney
Diseases Makes
Lengthy Visit.

w

j

flag-to-fla-

Vice-Preside-

J

M1D-0A- Y

.

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Aug. 20. "Tlw
most disquietins feature of the times
is the revolt of women against their
womanhood and their claim to be on
an equality with men in every way."
This is the statement of one" of the
salient features of an address by Prof.
M. E. Armstrong, president of the
chemical section of the Britna Association for the Advancement
of
Science which began its sessions here
today.
Professor Armstrong declaring his
faith in the progress of chemistry toward solving the problems of life and
sex. He found fault with the present
conditions of society which, he said,
placed no hindrance in the way of the
unfit.
MOTOR CARS ON
Dr. Armstrong said that those who
TEXAS RAILROADS.
presumably are fittest are failing to
contribute in proper proportion to the
Will Be Installed to Handle Passen-- i
perpetuation of their race. Through
ger Travel Between Local
our system of education we are courtPoints.
ing failure at the upper end of the
scale of intelligence. It has been stated
San Antonio,. Texas,.. Aug. 26 In that in the United States,
higher edu
order to provide a better, and more cation of girls has been proved to ster- frequent passenger service the small; ire them.
f Toyaa will in theyrfear

,na

AT

Modern Education Unfits Heaviest Loss Was in Union
Pacific Which Declined
Them for Vocation of
Five Points.
the Mother

,

motion to set aside forfeiture and
recall the execution was granted.
Case No. 1268, Frank M. Duncan,
appellee, vs. S. W. Holder,'et al., appellant, was argued and submitted.
Case No. 1269, Territory vot New

RALLY

2

4

NO, 616

IN

DISPUTE.

Barclay Does Not Put
Trust in the Missouri
Courts.
G.

Kansas City, Aug. 26. "I wish my
case were at the foot of Christ Instead of any court," said Mrs. James

2

TEXAS WANTS A

More Than
Subject to
Taxes

THIS TIME

LATHAM-BREAK-

TWO RECORDS.

The Present One Formulated Fifty
Years Ago Has Outgrown Its
Usefulness.
San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 26. That

Texas stands in sore need of a new
constitution is a truth that seems to
gain more and more adherents with
every day. The present one, made
over fifty years ago, has outgrown its
usefulness considerably, and according to general opinion the amend
ments that have been tacked onto it
have not by any means remedied the
shortcomings they were expected to
discount.
Quite a number of Spanish law features were incorporated in the present
constitution and these not only have
been absolete but are also proving obnoxious to modern ideas, not to say inconditions. The
jurious to present-damany attempts made to overcome this
is shown by the number of amendments the Texas voter is constantly
asked to vote on. In almost every election and often in the interum. on the
occasion of elections for state and municipal offices, the voter is confronted
not only with amendments to the original constitution but also with amendments to amendments ". previously
made. The outcome of this has been
that meritorious measures have often
been voted down because communities
could not see in what respect they
would be benefitted by the new amendment, while in reality the whole state,
including those who voted against the
new amendments, would have gained
by its passage.
What makes a new constitution even
more necessary is the fact that since
the making of the old one the state
has undergone a tremendous change.
Not only have its industries increased
and multiplied, but it may also be said
that its population has shifted to a dif--!
y

While it Is too early to say when action on the new constitution will be
taken Its date cannot be far off if the
spread of sentiment' can be regarded
as a criterion.
LOTS OF OATS
FOR NATIONAL GUARD.
San Antonio. Tex., Aug. 26. During
0
the fiscal year
the Department of Texas will need, according to
0
the fiscal year
the depart--a
statement from the quartermaster
general's office the following forage
Oats, 7,565,000
pounds;
supplies:
bran, 700,000 pounds; corn, 75,000
pounds; hay, 8,912,000 pounds, and
bedding hay, 2,282,000 pounds. Approximately $250,000 will be paid for this
feed bill.
While a share of these supplies are
furnished by the local market, a considerable quantity is sent in from other parts, Supply conditions are com1909-191-

1909-191-

petitive.

The seventh assessment roll of the
to be received by Traveling
Auditor Charles V. Safford was that
of San Miguel county which came this
morning. The gross assessment is
the exemptions amount to
$271.5S1. leaving for taxation S4.0C0,-84thus making the third county in
the Territory to have an assessnu-t- t
exceeding $1,000,000. San Miguel county has 15,272 acres of agricultural land
assessed with improvements at $213.-67156,240 acres of grazing land assessed with improvements at $1,096.-441- :
8,228 lots with improvemi nts assessed at $1,071,138; one electric light
plant $25,700; one water plant $49,909;
one toll road $200; 236.5 miles of telegraph and telephone $27,266; reservoirs $2,500; surface improvements on
mines $1500; 128.15 miles of railroad
$1,034,800; flouring mills $3,600; saw
mills $4,700; 3,627 horses $53,296; 272
0
mules $5,271; 15,784 cattle $163,117;
sheep $84,778; 6,769 goats $6,769;
146 swine $510; '202 burros $4Q4; 1,997
wagons $20,685; 592 sewing machines
$4,947; saddles and harness $8,065;
twenty-si-

Rhelms, Aug. 26.

In his second at-

tempt this afternoon, Hubert Latham,
French aviator, broke the world's records for time and distance.
Latham remained in the air 2 hours
IS minutes 9 5 seconds and covered
a distance of 95 miles, and 3,895 feet.
3--

The previous record for both time
and distance in the biplane was made
yesterday by Paul Han, another
Frenchman.

TRAINMEN CRUSHED TO
DEATH AT SANTA ROSA.

Wheels Pass Over Chest of T. H.
and El Paso and Southwestern

Bell

Employee.
T. H. Bell, a brakeman on the Elj
Paso and Southwestern Railway, was
crushed to death on Tuesday evening
by falling beneath the wheels of
freight cars, which were being switched. The wheels passed over his chest
and shoulders and four cars passed
before the train was stopped and the
dead body taken from the rails. Bell
was an old railroader and lived at Tucumcari. He was unmarried and came
to New Mexico from Colorado. The
funeral will be conducted at Tucumcari by the Brotherhood of Trainmen.

x

0,

2;

48,-54-

merchandise $187,676; farming implements $8,187; saloon flxtur.v- $16,555;
bonds, warrants and conuons $350;
-

watches and clocks $1,554; books,
jewelry $840; musical instruments $0,594;
household furniture
$54,722; shares of stock $12S,114; hay
land grants $179,691;
$91;
blackFIRE THREATENED
ENTIRE TOWN. smiths, etc., tools, $2,507. Precinct
$3,-01-

No. 29.

NEW CONSTITUTION.
5.

SAN MfGUELCOUNTY

New York,
Barclay of Buffalo,
while discussing her claim to the
$4,000-00- 0
custodv of .Marian Fileaklev. the "in
cubator baby," today. She declared
the adopted child while it, was on the
point of being declared a pauper In
Missouri, and wants the Missouri
court to give her the baby. She
insists that there is not a bit of, evidence that Mrs. Bleakley Is the moth- TRJINSLATiNS SCHOOL LAWS
er of the child. Mrs. Bleakley will
not ask for bond, although her husband is ready to present it jn, any Index Is Also Bein
Preparamount.
Little Marian spent 'the
ed
the
for
of
the
English
night at the home of the clerk
juvenile court and seemed happy.
Edition.
Ct.

3--

1--

ASSESSMENT OF

has the largest assessment,

.
Man Seeking to Save His Effects Falls namely $1,834,356.
Translating School Laws.
Down Stairs and Breaks
Assistant Superintendent of Public
His Neck.
Instruction Acasio Gailegos is hard at
work translating the territorial school
Truckee, Calif., Aug. 26. A fire laws, and
Rupert F. Asplund is compilwhich started in the Whitney hotel
index for the English school
the
ing
threatened the destruction of the en- laws now In
press. The index will be
tire eastern portion of the town last very
complete and will cover sixty
sumoned
were
night and fire trains
pages.
from several neighboring towns. It
was confined, however, to the hotel CROP OF HUMANS
building with a loss of $15,000. William
IN LONE STAR STATE.
M. Atkins, while trying to save his
personal effects at the hotel fell down Texas Commercial
Secretaries Assostairs and broke his neck, dying in
ciation Takes a New View of
stantly.
Race Suicide.

San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 26 People may wonder what so prosaic an
institution as the Texas Commercial
Secretaries Association has to do with
babies.
But the wonderment will
FIT FDR THE
change into astonishing surprise on
information that the association is
regarding babies as a crop. This peculiar attitude was first brought to
the attention of the public in a controversy now raging as to the number
of babies born in Texas each hour.
The secretary of the association J.
A. Arnold, insisted on, and got away
with the claim that the rate was fifteen per hour, or one every four minutes. A newspaper or two opened up
the jug of trouble by saying that
ATTACK
ONJFJZOATE SODA what "they said" was not susceptible
to proof and just mildly overdrawn.
Mr. Arnold decided at this juncture
Special Committee Reports that actual figures are the best kind
of argument. Since there are in TexAgainst Findings of
as 43,734 deaths on an average per
Remsen Board.
annum, and the birthrate is known to
be greater than this number, he had
in making
good his
Denver, Colo., Aug. 26. The fed- no difficulty
claim. The state , authorities admit
eral government was accused of licenthat only forty per cent of all births
sing the sale of medicated foods fit are reported and for this reason Mr.
only for the sewer," at a convention Arnold puts his position in the words:
of the Associatiou of State and Na- "We render children as we do proptional Food and Dairy departments erty for taxation 40 per cent of their
today. Dr. Charles A. L. Reed of Cin- true value."
Meanwhile,' the mothers in Texas
cinnati, in attacking the famous Rem-so- n
referee board of scientific ex- are expecting censure from the organperts, declared that the board in urg- ization should the crop go down being the government to allow the use low average condition and quantity.
of benzoate of soda as a food preserv- Unfortunately Teddy of race suicide
ative had ignored the public welfare. fame is booked to hold down another
"That recommendation benefited position or else this department of
only two classes of people," he as- the association should be placed unserted. "These were the manufac- der his able supervision.
turers of benzoate of soda and the
manufacturers of food of such char- GOVERNOR CAMPBELL
WILL NOT BE THERE.
acter that It could not be sold without being preserved by the addition
The public received Writes That It is Impossible for Him
of a chemical.
no benefit.
to Be at Meeting of the
The special committee
Presidents.
appointed by the association to "investigate" the referee board has reEl Paso,. Texas, Aug. 26. Governor
ported adversely to Its findings.
After a protracted debate, a resolu- Campbell bf TSxas, will not be prestion endorsing the findings of the ent in El Paso at the meeting in OcRemsen board, ' which declared ben- tober of Presidents Taft and Diaz to
zoate of soda not harmful when used welcome them to Texas. ;In a letter
as a preservative, was adopted by fro mtho governor received by Mayor
the convention. This is a victory for Sweeneyi, today, he says it will be Imbe present at that
Secretary Wilson and a defeat for Dr. possible for him to
'
time.
,
. ..
Wiley.

SEWER

Uncle Sam Licenses
Sale of It Says
Scientist

'

.
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THE DAILY

The Big Stoire

i

Time wipes the slate of earthly cir-

cumstance,
And things

that vere once esteemed

great

THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

Vanish forever. The sun's passing
glance
For a mere century or so
Lays much of human greatness low,
Designed for lasting glory.

SPECIALY

Earthquake anl fire and devastating
storms
Are some of time's grim servitors
That play a moment with the proudest forms
Which human genius hath wrought,
And so they all are turned to naught
And buried In oblivion.

OF
LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waists
'
'
"
voile skirts

Not so thy glory, ancient Acoma.
Thy birth was in the throe of storm
That rocked the mountains into trembling awe
Rent the deep earth, deluge driven
From the Dent reservoirs of heaven,
To bare the rock of Acoma.

Shoes (American Lady)

I
MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
Suits (Hart Schaff ner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
"
(Plorsheim)
" (American Gentleman)
"
Hats ( John B. Stetson)
"
Shirts (The Elgin)
"
Fancj Vests

'

Time but a fledgling then, scare learned in flight,
Has since grown gray of Tving and
flown

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

J

and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
i nana
ctrirtiv nrivats. T m one month to one vear. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On notes, diamonds

iu

Mm. FARAH

crest, of native
High on its ttorm-borclay
The peaceful Queres reared their
homes,
Whence they might greet the sun's
first morning ray
In worship, and in peace pursue
Their labors and their life anew
On nature's new bora citadel.
n

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

H

IIP.

ACOMA.

WITH
!

ROUND

O'er much of greatness moldering in
the blight
Of age, or withered by the blast
Of vain ambition, in its last.

But Acoma is still the Queres' home,
With rock worn pathways, where the

at SALMON Store

feet
Of faithful

sires and sons have come

and gone

and maidens brown
and laughed of love

On peaceful quest,

Have linked
adown
The dreamy long drawn centuries.

NATHAN SALMON.

i

THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1909;.

M.

Will Succeed Doctor Cook Rev. W.
E. Warren of Silver City, has been
chosen to succeed Rev. Fletcher Cook
as rector of St. John's Episcopal
Doctor Cook
church at Albuquerque.
goes to San Francisco.
Foot Crushed by Engine Conductor
J. R. Skidmore of the Santa Fe system, had his right foot crushed by a
locomotive running over it in the
Raton yards, He was taken to the company hospital at La Junta. Colo.
Sale of Sheep E. Rosenwald & Son
of Las Vegas, have sold 10,000 head of
sheep to J. W. Swink of Swink, Colo.
E. G. Henkins of Lamar, Colo., has
also bought several thousand head of
lambs in the vicinity of Las Vegas.
Arrested for Assault P. J. Sanchez has been arrested on the charge
of assault preferred by John J. Ryan,
who entered the barber shop of Sanchez to call him to time for some
grievance and emerged soon after
with his nose bleeding.
Fish Car at Las Vegas The U. S.
fish car passed Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon. Ten thousand black bass
were left for J. D. W. Veeder to be
placed in his lakes at Buena Vista.
Margarito Romero has also ordered
trout for his lakes at El Provenir.
Death of Mrs. Gunn Mrs. Lucy
Gunn died a few days ago at the home
home of her daughter, Mrs. A. S. Rogers, four miles northwest of Maxwell,
Colfax county. She was 80 years of
age and a native of Illinois. Five years
ago she came to New Mexico with her
daughter. She was the mother of
twelve children of whom eight survive.
Their Automobile Was Stuck C. D.
e
Boucher, M. R. Williams, J. A.
and J. W. Wray started from
Las Vegas for Watrous to attend a Masonic meeting but lost their way in the
darkness and did not reach Watrous
until 10 o'clock in the evening. On the
way home, one of the party had to
walk ahead with a lantern to point out
the road.
Forest Official Wed At noon yesterday at Saint John's Protestant Episcopal church at Albuquerque, A. B.
Recknagel, of the U. S. forest service,
and Miss Mary Thomas Miller were
married. The couple were attended by
Mrs. T. S. Woolsejr and H. B. Jameson. Rev. Fletcher Cook performed
the ceremony. A. O. Waha, A. C. Ring-lane
T. S. Woolsey, Jr., and J. F.
acted as ushers.

Established 1856.

SELIGMAN BROS

Phone 10a
store In Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour

:

:

50"
100"

1.65

I

Bobolink

$3.20

50"

W

$3.30

:

V

i
i

f,

1.60

:

register tickets
with all cash purchases.

Cash

Co.
inter
Grocery
w
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

CALL AJID SEC FOR YOURSELF
II

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

A

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

AT

OOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

MEN WOMEN
Ct CHILDREN

FOR

MILK

CREAM

1.00

Biltmore Hosiery, the Quality Hose
with a GUARANTEE, are as beautiful to look upon as they
are hard to wear out. They are a fine, closely woven, highly
mercerized hose, with a rich lustrous sheen and a soft, luxfeel. We are Exclusive Agents for this excep- -,
uriant, silk-libonal brand of Hosiery.
Come in and look them over.
ke

FOR

P O Box 219.

HALF CENTURY

A

Ph

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

TRY OUR

L

CITY.

IN THE

Groiii

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food

Mi,

Flour, Hay,

Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

208 WEST

BLACK

PALACE AVE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
dibrye?hId

christian brothers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

r,011W COMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
Sendfor Prospectus
Studies will be resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

HEALTHi

'Comforl

,

T)rudgery

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

WHICH WAY?!

A Morning Joy
An
Evening Comfort

. WIMITATIt

COALEATER

LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

non-unio-

a5

An lea

Also Good iot Chickens

SON

HOOVER

HOW'S THIS.- We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. 3. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

$1.50

IN ALL COLORS.

Mr. A. Robinson

FRESH EGGS

15.

AS

Rut-ledg-

What, is Best for Indigestion.
of Drumquin, Ontario, has been troubled for years with
indigestion, and recommends Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
as "the best medicine I ever used." If
C.
troubled with indigestion or constiDeath of Old Raton Resident J. C.
pation give them a trial. They are
King, an old resident of Raton, died in certain to prove beneficial. They are
Denver as the result of an operation easy to take and
pleasant in effect.
for aneurism.
Price, 25 cents. Sample free at all
Resigned as U. S. Commissioner-Alexan- der druggists.
S. Bushkevitz has resigned
as II. S. commissioner at Roy, Mora
county, to take effect on October 1.
Wedding on Next Monday Miss
Tonita Delgado of Las Vegas and File
&
mon Martinez of Springer, will be married at Las Vegas on Monday morning
Telephone No 140 Red
of next week.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Employes Quit Work
Brewery
Three men at the Albuquerque brew
ery quit work yesterday because the D. AL
&
company refused to discharge a cern
man.
tain driver who is a
Builders and Contractors
Masonic Event At a convocation of
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. F. & A. M.,
on short notice
Furnished
at Las Vegas, there was a presentation
enWORK
CEMENT
to the lodge of nine beautiful steel
a SPECIALTY
gravings, two busts and two plaques.
Plans for Taft's Reception The
Club and the Young
Commercial
Men's Republican Club of Albuquerque will join in preparing an elaborate
reception for President Taft on Octo,

ber

5

6 Pairs Guaranteed for 6 Months,
4 Pairs Guaranteed for 3 Months,

10,-0i)- 0

Here souls grown small 'mid trifles of
a day
Feel their own smallness and grow The
New Mexican can SO printing
great
to that done in any of the large
equal
In the presence of its changeless macities. Our solicitor, every piece of
jesty,
work we turn out. Try our stock
And hearts awake to kinship ties
once and you will certainly corns
That reach back through the centuries, again. We have all the facllties for
Changeless and strong as Acoma.
turning out every class of work, InRichmond, Cal. CHARLES RAITT. cluding one of the best binderies in
the West
Bond Issue for Bridge Building
Bernalillo county advertises for bids
for an issue of $100,000 bridge buildv
ing bonds.
Labor Day Celebration Ten unions
will participate in the Labor Day celebration at Albuquerque on September

CO.

mm

9

Eld-ridg-

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Incorporated 1903
Have Exclusive
Sale For

Limitations
Irrequl ar

simplicity
Vutomalic

ases

'Ashes
rOust

ilia bility

Now is the time to anticipate

Draughty

your heat wants.

EXTRAVAGANCE
J

LET US FIGURE YOUR

Durability

I

let us route you to good
Why
health. The economy in fuel consumption will in due time pay all transporta

not

Safety
'ECONOMY

Weal

tion costs.

IDEAL Boilers anJ
AMERICAN Radiator!

Wood-Davi- s

AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

Sauffibs lalci

House for American

Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO.I213

COMING TO NEW MEXICO TOO.
The New Mexican Prmttng Comof
pany has on hand a large supply
Rush of 1 and Seekers to Colorado This
(pads and tablets suitable for school
Fall Will Break all Previous
Records.
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
We
and merchants; good everywhere.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 26. The rush of
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
land seekers, which is expected to
break all previous records this fall, has
already begun, and local land agents
airrpe that more eastern farmers and
fruit growers will come to Colorado
to make their homes in the next six
months than in any other similar
novirwi In the history of the state.

SEE

v

DUDROW
FOR

SCREEN

S

D

Doors From

At least 200 eastern hotneseekers
have visited Denver in the past three
with a
days to look at Colorado lands
view of settlinz here this fall, and the
majority of them have selected loca
tions. One large company reports
ty-five
prospective buyers in the peacriod, and all others report similar
tivity.
Most of the buyers are planning to
move to Colorado as soon as their
crops are harvested, and to begin preparations at once for putting in winter
wheat and making the necessary fall
preparations for next year's crops.
The principal number of buyers is
seven-

from Illinois. Iowa, Kansas. Missouri,
Nebraska and Oklahoma with a considerable number from states farther

Up.
The New Mexican does printing and
tinding equal to the best done In
any of the large cities. Try our work
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, including one of the best binderies m
the West.

east
The New Mexican Fnntrag company
prepared to furnish Cards de vite
nr inriif.H Rnri for gentlemen on short
notice in first class style at reasonable
or priniea.
trices, either engraved
Is

haitntul Friend.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since
it was first introduced to the public in
in1872, and have never found one
was
not
cure
speedily
stance where a
effected by its use. I have been a
for
eighteen
commercial traveler
years, and never start out on a trip
without this, my faithful friends," says
A

ana waft
Engraved cards a
ding Invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine
style of work and prices.
vnre

.

iam-iplM-

The New Msncan printing company
and
has ready and for sal
correct compilations of the territorial
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, ol
the territorial road laws, pprice 50
cents, and of the terrltovlal mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These
can be purchased by applying in per
von or by mail at the office of the
company.
b fJA
PB

0
"Jill
U 1 1 I Mr
K

stopped Id 20 minute
sure with Dr. fcihoop'a
Croup Remedy. One
fC
mM
tost will surely prove.
m
Mo vomiting, no distress. A safe and pleasing syrup N)o. Drugcists,

1

II

I

I

H. S. Nichols of Oakland, Ind. Ter.
When a man has used a remedy for
thirty-fiv- e
years he knows its value
and is competent to speak of it For
sale bv all druggists.

The seals and recortf booics for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporated comDanles are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Print
lng company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

Mexico Norma

Orosity

The only institution in New Mexico whose diploma is recognized by the California State Board of Education.
"It has more university graduates on its faculty than any similar
Institution In New England." Dr. E. A. Winship, Editor Journal of
Education, Boston.
Academic Course, Elementary Normal
Course, Full Normal
Normal
Advanced
Course, Kindergarten Training Course,
Course,
and
Science, Stenography
Music, Ar, Manual Training, Domestic
Typewriting.
Railroad fare in excess of 75 miles paid by the institution.
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
Next term begins September,

14th, 1909.

For further information address

DR. B. S. GO WEN, President, East Las Vegas, N, M.

0JD

HOT SPRINGS.

CAUEJ-T- B

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
tested by the
miles west has been thoroughly
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos, and fifty miles nortb. of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Callente at 6 p. m., the
73iese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to. the gallon, being address:
o

Bar-anc-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Oj

j Calient.

Proorletor.
Taos. Coanty

N IH

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.

USE ALIEN

A powder to be shaken into the
Plaintiff, vs. shoes. If you have tired, aching feet,
It rests the feet
Frank Dibert. Defendant.
try Allen's Foot-Ease- .
Iu the District Court of the First Ju- and makes new or tight shoes easy.
dicial District of New Mexico, for the Cures aching, swollen, hot, sweating
feet. Relieves corns and bunions of
County of Santa Fe.
The said defendant, Frank Dilert, all pain and gives rest and comfort.
all Druggists
is hereby notified that a complaint has Try it today. Sold by
25c. Don't accept any
and
Shoe
Stores,
been filed against him in the district
package,
court for the County of Santa Fe, Ter- substitute. For FREE trial
also Free Sample of the FOOT-EASritory aforesaid, that being the court
CORN-PAD- ,
a new invenin which said case is pending, by said Sanitary
Allen S. Olmsted, Le
address
tion,
plaintiff, James W. Noriuent, the gen- Roy, X. Y.
eral object of said action being the
partition of certain lands and premises,
TEACHERS INSTIdescribed as follows,
A certain piece of land situated in
TUTE NOTES
ward four (4) and precinct eighteen
(By Daniel C. Ortiz.)
(18) of the county of Santa Fe and
Today is tne last institute day, FriTerritory of New Mexico, bounded and
and Saturday being examination
described as follows,
Begin- day
ning at the northeast corner of the days. All the members of the InstiPalace hotel lands where the same in- tute are very sorry that the four
tersects the land of J. A. Wood, and weeks are
coming to an end, and all
Lhence northwesterly along said land
would like to have four more weeks
of J. A. Wood and H. F. Stephens and of
Institute. They are all perfectly
lands of the plaintiff to a point where satisfied
with Mrs. George W. Dixon
an Acequia formerly ran along the and
Professor J. A. Wood. Both are
westerly side of said land iu question experienced and efficient
instructors
and thence southerly along land now and have done all
in their power to
or formerly of C. M. Gallegos to land make the
Institute a success, in
of Palace hotel, thence easterly along which
they have perfectly succeeded.
said land of Palace hotel to point of
The model class which was conbeginning. Bounded on the north by ducted at the Institute was of
great
lands of H. F. Stephens and plaintiff, benefit and
advantage to all the
on the south by land of Palace hotel, teachers,
especially to the third grade
on the east by land of J. A. Wood, on teachers.
Again Mrs. Dixon demonthe west by land of plaintiff and laud strated her
teaching ability when she
now or formerly of C. M. Gallegos.
conducted the model class. It was
Also a piece of land situate in ward very surprising and encouraging to
four (4) precinct eighteen (18) begin- see how quick the children learned
ning at a point where Bullls street in- to read. All the children were given
tersects
Bartlett street.
running the best of treatment at the school
thence in a westerly direction along and were given each a prize. They
the north side of Bullis street, to land were so kindly treated that, the most
now or formely of Helen M. Thornton, of them would have liked to remain
thence northerly along the east line of for a longer time.
Mrs. George Dixon was the instisaid mentioned tract to the foot of the
of the association which has
gator
hill, thence easterly along the foot of
the hill and on the south side of the just been organized. Mrs. Dixon felt
land owned now or formerly by Rafael the need of such an association In
Chaves and Ignacio Maes to the inter- Santa Fe county and Induced the
section of Hillside avenue, thence teachers to have a meeting and organize.
southeasterly along the south side of
County Superintendent and Mrs.
Hillside avenue to where Jt intersects
John V.
Bartlett street, thence south along the invitation Conway have tendered an
to the teachers and some
east side of Bartlett street to point of of
their friends to a party Saturday
beginning.
evening at 8 o'clock at their home, 343
The plaintiff prays that the above San Francisco street.
described lands and premises may be
Daniel C. Ortiz was given permispartitioned by decree of court between sion by Superintendent J. E. Clark
the parties according to their re- to be absent
yesterday morning as he
spective interests therein, and further, was to attend the civil service examif partition cannot be made without ination for the
postal service.
prejudice to the owners that the said
Last Tuesday evening Mr. and Mrs.
lands may be ordered sold by the court George w. Dixon entertained at a
and the proceeds divided between the party some of their friends. All
parties, as will more fully appear by those present enjoyed the affair. The
reference to the complaint filed in said evening passed very pleasantly, but
cause. And that unless you enter your in returning to their homes a party
appearance in said cause on or before of the guests were caught in the rain
the 12th day of October. A. D. 1909, 'and experienced some adventures
judgment will be rendered against you which were unexpected. When it be
gan to rain they were nearing the
by default.
John W. Mayes. Esq.. or Santa Fe, capitol and It was suggested that they
New Mexico, is attorney of record for go to the executive mansion, ask the
for shelter and pay him a
j Governor
the plaintiff.
In Witness Whereof. I have here- midnight visit, or go to the capitol
unto set my hand and the seal of the and entertain the night watchman.
said court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, .They finally decided to go to the caphe
oh
the
watchman,
but,
litol,
poor
this 24th day of August. A. D. 1909.
was so frightened when he saw that
ELMER W. MARSH,
(Seal.)
bunch of people coming in at so late
Clerk.
an hour that he didn't know exactly
HAD NO MERCY
what to do, to chase them away or
ON THE POET.
give them a welcome. But when he
saw their faces hq at once knew that
Paddy Quinn is Sentenced to Serve they were either teachers or other
Ten Days on the Rock Pile
people of culture, although they lookfor Vagrancy.
ed a little like fishes taken out from
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 25. "Paddy" the sea all wet. The watchman conQuinn, a type of Bohemian found only gratulated himself for admitting
between the covers of a cheap novel, them as
they gave an impromptu rewas sentenced by Justice Samuel C.
him. They sang all kinds
to
ception
Hyde, congressional
representative of college songs, among them the
during territorial days, to serve 10 teachers favorite song the "Hoolies."
days on the rockpile, after confessing It was a little after midnight when
that he had worked only 7o minutes the rain ceased and they left for their
in homes. Those present at the party
during his stay of two months
Spokane. Asked by the court to ex- were besides host and hostess, Mr.
plain how he earned a living, the and Mrs. J. V. Conway, Misses Lilprisoner said:
lian and Bernice Sutherland, Hickox,
"I am a poet, but there Is no use Dane, Waffersmith and Montgomery.
of explaining to you that which would
Miss Bernice Sutherland and her
be unintelligible to your mind. I sister Lillian, are attending the Inwill recite some of my poetry, instead. stitute and are applicants for first
I will read a few stanzas from my
grade certificates. Both are successmasterpiece."
ful teachers and have very good
Before Quinn could give voice to methods of teaching and it is very
the second line of his latest work, likely that they will get first grade
the court had imposed sentence and certificates. Both have an excellent
the sweet singer was on the way to education and are sure to make
the city jail, where his tattered gar- friends wherever they go.
d
ments, Oxford shoes and
J. T. 'Ortega of Chimayo has been
Siose were exchanged for overalls,
attending the Institute and has been
brogans. His doing splendidly.
jumper and
long black hair and flowing beard
Miss Pilar Ortiz of this city, a gradWere also trimmed for hygenis pur-- uate of the Cathedral parochial school
poses, and, armed with a
is at the Institute and has made a
he
for
the
started
rock pile, good record. She taught at Santa
hammer,
mumbling as he left the station:
Cruz last year where she gave perfect
time at the hands of an unsympathetic satisfaction.
time at the hands of an unsympatheic
judge; but, then, there's hope. Rec
It is an admitted tact that reav
It tate, financial men and merchants all
ognition will come some time
must come. Officer, please see that say that quickest and best results are
Pegasus is properly cared for until obtained by advertising In the New
I return "
Mexican.

OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS2
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

r(V
T 11
C'vil

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and j Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco-

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and farther information, address the President

.

'

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

The

hkrt

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for colleee or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of anv Military School In the Union. Located
Pecos Valley the garden
d the beautiful
of
West
the
at an elevation of 3.700
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Hue rain or snow during session.
Eleven Ofticers.and Instructors, all gradu
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

to-wi- t:

,

r r

u

V..-

.

t

-

t
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I
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HI

to-wi- t:

I

A Fllyan

For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IaS. W. WILLSOK,
Superintendent

f

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments
in

Jits

students are yearly increasing

numbers.

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

IDOLS

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE
TT-Sri-

BRSITY

TV

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J.

D. BARNES.

Aoent

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

Line

ciossoro.

CHAS.

flesh-colore-

hob-naile- d

Becoming a mother should be a
source of joy, but the suffering
incident to the ordeal makes
anticipation one or arena.
Mother's Friend is the only rem
TTTVT'rfi
edy which relieves women of
much of the pain of maternity;
severest
this hour, dreaded as woman's
trial, is not only made less painuse.
its
Those who use this remedy are
is
avoided
ful, but danger
by
no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are overcome,
JA If I
and the system is prepared for
f
the coming event. It is worth
its weight in gold," say many
wiiu nave uscu u.
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OQits
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H
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W. E.

New Mexico Military Institute

No. 03 IS.
James W. Xorment.

d

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

par bottle. Book of vnhic to
all expectant mothers mailed Iroe.
Hm Bradfald Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga,
, 11.00

-

FOOT EASE

1

I
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m piegelberg- 527

San Francisco Street

Indian ana Dleilcan Wares

m

MM

Blankets, Basket, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

ONLY

SALE
Tf?KS
ivxau
kja.

of the finest

Embroideries

i White Goods

ALL OF THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
LATEST AND NEWtflST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

MANUAL TRAINING.
Governor Curry In his Labor Day
address counsels educators to impress
upon the minds of the children the
great moral value of industry; that
labor Is a divine injunction; that
drones In a community are necessarily
despicable; that idleness dissipates
the highest powers of an individual
and a worthless if not a criminal citizen. Probably, no words could be
used to emphasize more strongly the
need of manual training schools in the
Territory. With every city school system there should be provision for manual training. In New Mexico especially, the need of manual training is
one of the paramount questions of the
day. The commonwealth has an unusually large per cent of available
labor forces that are idle a great part
of the time because not trained to
any 'craft and without taste for tilling
the soil. Manual training, which should
include instruction in practical farm'
in? wmd remedy tnis situation to a

-

Vice-Preside-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Dally per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail

$3.75
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postaffice In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

NEW MEXICO'S SCHOOLS.
New Mexico Central had been, built
It is a 'fine showing that Superin- - ' only a year. In those three, years a
'tendent of Public Instruction J. E. scre and more of fine modern cottages
a new courthouse has
,Clark makes in his report to Governor has been built,
- been begun, an extension to the cap- to
advanceas
the
educational
Curry
g.eat extent
has been put..under-.- way; plans
mentof the Territory. The, school
bus this year will show more v than have been evolved for a magnificent, Another
stage has been entered
,100,000 persons between the ages of 5 Sottish RitP tPiiinle find for a mas-in
conflict of T;he two forces
the
l1Pon
are
hotel.
There
many
and 21, more than one half of whom nificent tourist
for mastery at the national
contending
to
come
have
that
other
good things
are enrolled in public or private
A district chief of the gen- schools. As the compulsory school Santa Fe in those three vears. but capital.
office field division has acland
eral
local
bus
age is between seven and fourteen, best of all, harmony among
cused his superiors of being unduly inand
men
owners
a
Iness
and
property
this percentage Indicates that practiterested in the expedition of certain
cally every boy and girl in the Ter- spirit of progressiveuess that is push- claims in valuable coal lands in
to
front.
the
By
ritory between those ages attends ing Santa Fe right
Alaska. Hints of this had been thrown
As
school.
Superintendent Clark the time that the census of 1920 is out several weeks
ago and
says: "In no public interest has there taken, Santa Fe will be the largest e& allusions to were madethinly
at the Ir-it
in the southwest.
been greater advancement during the
rlgation Congress at Spokane. The
.past year than in educational matters"
'
New Mexican does not believe that
and the Territory has a stronger corps
It is always well for the highest there ,8 much gubstance t0 the
of county superintendents than has court of the commonwealth
pass
ever served the commonwealth in the upon a conflict of laws. In New Mex- chargeB except to prove the eagerness
of the one side of the controversy to
past.
ico, as well as in other states and ter- pass into private hands for developLast year there were employed 1,200 ritories, the business of law making ment the latent resources of the counteachers; this year there will be more. is conducted very loosely. In conse- try, while the other side insists that
The standard of certification of New quence, there are very few statutes
it is the government's duty to conserve
Mexico teachers, says Superintendent that can bear the final test of legal
these resources or to use them in
Clark, is on a par with that of the scrutiny and there is always a linger- - such & manner flg not tQ
lmim,r tnm
states and in those states where the lng doubt until the supreme court has
for many years to come.
iaws permit, New Mexico certificates passed upon their meaning and con- materially
The result of this controversy must be
are accepted without question.
struction.
The territorial supreme the
triumph of one or the other of the
The total value of public school court in an opinion handed down yes- contestants, and the eclipse for the
property within the Territory is over terday, for instance, dispelled the present of a few of the leaders of the
a million dollars, against which there doubt that was entertained as to the losing side.
question, whether intoxicating liquors
stands a bonded indebtedness of
can be dold legally to youths between
President Taft again emphasizes"
From the educational side therefore, the ages of 18 and 21. There was an
that politics shall play no part in takwhich
in
conflict
evident
the
of
law,
there can be no question of the fitness
the census. And why should they?
of New Mexico for statehood. After supreme court decided that the old ing
The
taking of the census is a purely
to
sale of liquor
all, the progress and standing of the law prohibiting the
21 vears of age. is still business proposition just the same as
un
to
persons
schools gauge the progress and the
trood as far as the asre limit is con- - delivering the mail or conserving the
standing of the community and the
cerned, despite later legislation deal- forests. It is very difficult to see
commonwealth.
where politics can enter into the busing with the subject of the sale of
iness of counting noses. The places
Superintendent Clark also reviews liquor to
persons up to eighteen years
briefly the work of the higher institu- of
occupied by the enumerators are of the
can
age. While the supreme bench
tions of learning as follows:
not be swayed by sentiment in inter- most temporary character and the reAgricultural College, Las Cruces.
preting the law, yet, it is gratifying muneration is not such as to look
New buildings constructed, 1908: that its decisions of late
years have very alluring to the practical
Administration building, Agricultural been
of inter- tician. The danger of a machine be-side
on
the
altogether
building, boys' dormitory.
saloon ing built on the foundation of jthejj
and
preting
"
The college now has eleven buildi- legislation in favor of the position census patronage is very remote, in
ng!!.
taken by those occupying advanced New Mexico that sort of a machine
would not last long and would be a
Forty regular employes carried the moral grounds.
poor looking piece of handiwork.
mighty
includsixteen
in
work
departments,
Here the question will not be of pickcourses.
four
college
ing
The welfare of the few must give
ing out faithful party workers for the
Graduated in June, four Masters of
to the good of the many, where
way
of enumerators but to get enough
job
of
seven
Bachelors
and
Science,
both are in conflict. For that reason, efficient men and women to do the
Science.
the city of Santa Fe will insist upon work for the pay that there is in it.
Total enrollment, 29123 counties
adequate protection of the Santa Fe
represented.
watershed. At the most, only a thouSchool of Mines, Socorro.
Three county seat fights will enliven
could find susOffers four courses, four years sand sheep and goats
statehood
year in New Mexico.
waterrank. Value of tenance part of the year on this
each.
Collegiate
protests
violently against being
shed and if there is no other way. it
buildings and equipment, $75,000. Enmoved to Cutter; Lincoln does not
Fe
or
would
the
Santa
the
city
pay
rollment, 29. Faculty, seven memWater and Light Company to buy up want to give up honors to Carrizozo,
bers.
this thousand goats or sheep rather and Estancia is being crowded hard by
Military Institute, Roswell.
have them grazing in the Santa Willard and Progreso. A fourth fight
than
EnrollFaculty, twelve members.
canon
or its slopes. But that is looming up in Valencia county,
Fe
ment loo, in garrison under military
There are where Belen has ambition to take
building should not be necessary.
discipline. ' New barracks
available county seat honors from Los Lunas. It
are
areas
other
that
grazing
fce.ooe.
of con- is very likely that these controversies
is
no
and
where
there
danger
Normal University, East Las Vegas.
will be dragged into the courts and
taminating the water supply of a city
Total enrollment COS. ,
a
as
of
Santa
Fe
whole, will not be finally decided until the
10,000 people.
Enrollment of
will stand by the forest service in ex- state legislature meets which will have
students 80.
to dispose of county seat quescluding goats and sheep from the San- power
Fifteen counties represented.
unless the state constitution
tions,
Fe
ta
watershed.
men
Has more university prepared
should limit it in that direction. From
and women on the faculty than any
any point of view, county seat coninstitution of its kind in New EngSixteen months trial has convinced troversies are
detrimental, both to
land.
the people of Des Moines, Iowa, that the towns involved and to the
county
Normal School, Silver City.
the commission form of government is in which they are located.
Alumni 112.
a success. Summing it up, a Chicago
Training school and preparatory de- paper says:
"Five commissioners
Tt cost E. H. Harriman a large
partment enrollment 98.
the
entire
govern
city with its populaNormal school proper 93.
of money and may cost him
anjount
tion of 90,000. The receipts the past
his life to discover that the rest cure
Summer school (8 weeks) 52.
exceeded
have
the
expenditures';
year
students 6.
Correspondence
the taxes are not increased; public im- in America is far ahead of European
Number graduated, 1909, 7.
mineral springs
and champagne
provements are many. The saloons
come to New Mexico
Fifteen counties represented.
no longer a public question, for baths. Had he
are
New heating system installed.
at the beginning of his trouble, to
the laws are absolutely obeyed. The rest
Value of buildings $65,000. Value of
in the comfortable climate of
light' district has been obliterated Santa Fe or on the
furniture and fixtures $15,000. Value 'red
upper Pecos, he
and vice and crime have been miniof library $6,000. value of campus
be a well man today. Instead
might
mized so that the police court reporthe went to Bad Gastein in Europe
$10,000.
ers do not even earn their salt. Tax- and
reno
tried all the new fangled cures
University of Albuquerque,
payers and business men say that the that
foreign
port
physicians suggested
more moral than it
Deaf and 'Dumb Institute, Santa Fe. city is cleaner and
and comes home a physical wreck.
Publishes paper monthly. Work has been ever before, and the taxpay
all done by students. Printing and ers get more for their money."
The Chicago
on last
shoemaking taught. Art department
a
to the
devoted
half
Sunday
page
Acting Secretary Treasurer Norton School of
just established. Enrollment 35.
Fe
at
Santa
and
Archaeology
School for Blind, Alamogordo, no intinlates that the west can move its
the cliff dwellings of the southwest.
report.
crops and handle its business without T:
,
and costs noth
,
m
Normal School,
uiaici iai aiu iiuiu caoiciii ununo, xi
iic ing. It is one of the things that makes
El Rito.
says that western bank vaults are Santa Fe the
best advertised town in
Established in March, 1909.
overflowing with money; that for two the southwest.
With a tourist hotel
Excellent building ready for use.. months not a single western national
to
here
care
take
of visitors and con.
21, bank has failed and that in this he
School will open September
Fe would soon draw as
Santa
ventions,
ISO.
sees the palpable evidence of great
many guests as do Colorado Springs
Dormitories furnished free.
prosperity in the west. It is well for and Denver or even Los Angeles. The
Club boarding, no tuition fee.
the east to recognize this and to look article In the
is graphicalto the west for assistance in maintainillustrated
with
ly
Of
course
pictures of cliff
it ing prosperity.
Santa Fe Is growing?
dwellings and communal houses.
Is. Three years ago it had only one
bank and today it has three and the
Uncle Sam's ironclad messengers of
The United States of Colombia are
one bank of three years ago does a
since Uncle peace are to cross the Pacific, are to
Ever
a
for
fight.
it
has
spoiling
than
of
business
volume
greater
ever done before. Three years ago, Sam took over the work of digging the visit Japan and China, and the unsoSanta Fe had no Elks' theatre, no na- Panama canal, the republic in the phisticated observer naturally re:
tional guard armory, no public library northwestern corner of South America marks "What's up?" Despite the
faces
has
and
been
sought protestations of friendship, good will
making
building, no new sanitarium, no exe has
un and peace, there must be some ulterior
ls
It
to
a
fedmighty
no
fight.
no
new
provoke
depot,
cutive mansion,
crisers
those
that
and
object in view beyond a mere friendly
eight
Three
pleasant
years
ago,
eral building park.
visit that will send eight ships on a
on
had
build-'wistart
for
Sunday
Japan
Deaf and Dumb school
n
on
Colombia
10,000 mile cruise.
their
way.
visit
better
lng was only nearing completion, the

Professional

New Mexico

The oldest banking institution in New Mexico. Established
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
I,. A. HUGHES,
A, H. BRODHEAD,
Vice President.
Assistant Cashier.

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

New Mexico

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

E. C. ABBOTT,

RENEHAN

&

A. B. Renehan,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

DAVIES.
E. P. Davie,

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Office In Catron Block.
New Mexico

specialty.

Santa Fe

.j

CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law-

.

J

'

Land and Mining business a spe-- !
clalty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

y

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practio in the District Courts at
well as before the Supreme Court ol'
the Territory.
Las Cruces

THE

New Mexico

n

....
....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro
New Mexico

One

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

G.

&

Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

'

Offices':

Raton,

Jj3

ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,

.

N. M.,

and Trinl'

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

GEORGE w. BARBEFi,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPractices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
New Mexico

-

ll

HOTEL
E

LACOME,

Prop rietot

,

IN CONNECTION

FRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

Runsonthe European

Plarl

IM CORONADO hotel
G. Lupe HerreraJPirog

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
R. W. WITTMAN,

J.

,

FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
Eastern and local bank references.

RATES 50c. Up.

Draftsman.

Santa Fe, N. M.
of official township,
made
Copies
mineral and grant
small holding,
plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
grant papers and other public records
on file In the U. S. Surveyor General's

'
EUROPEAN PLAN 60e AND 76c
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

$1.60

0.

fJ

THE HOTEL NORMANDIE
J. W. PRESTON. Proprietor.

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER
LADIES' DINING ROOM

office.

SANTA!

Ft,

N. M.

&

BATH

IXT

ccrra&TEcwxoiT
BTXT2X

HOTEL

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. nt, and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.

Inter-Ocea- n

V.TT

Inter-Ocea- n

jL

Steam Heated: Electric

H. R. PUTNAM,
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
Texlco
New Mexico

,

...

.AMERICAN AND

"

ir

Long Distance Telephone Station.

New Mexico

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Commodious Sample I(ocm

CATRON & GOKTNER,
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaOffice: Catron Block.

o

mercial Travelers

's'

dad, Colorado.

Santa Fe

Room for

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexicc
NORTHCUTT

Lrge Sample
Com-

Unexcelled

C. W. G. WARD,

Jesse

of the Best Hotel in the West
Cuisine and
Table Service

Attorney-at-Law- .

--

.

PflLflCE HOTEL

WILLIAM VAUGHN PROP,

WILLIAM McKEAN,

-

Spanish-America- n

J

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

g

Spanish-America-

$75,000

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

--

Hills-bor-

-

Transects a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and g ioreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cetlt 'perannitlm, on. six months-- ' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al' orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice In the District and Supreme Co arts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

1

?G00,-00-

OP SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

.

i

The First National Bank

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

ol

veil-cit-

Cards

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -

j

cen-iit-

THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1909.

JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Notary Public.

i

CORRICK CARRIAGE

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the !arg
pities. Our solicitor, every piece of
worK we turn out. Tvy our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities to rturning out
every class of work, including one
the best binderies in the Weat

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.
DIAMONDS
RIGHT PRICES

H. C. YQNTZ
.

MEAILAN
The New Mexican Printing
RIGHT G00D3
has on hand a large supply of
JEWERELY- work, the desk, and also for lawyers RIGHT SERVICE
and merchants; good everywhere.
PUT GLASS, CHINA AND 8ILVERWARE.
We will sell them at 5 cents In book
346 8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
form.

;

Mne

120 San Francisco St.

New Mexico
Santa Fe
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
,

!us

Haek

CO.

HLlUKtX

WATCHKS
Ryee Tested and

f itted

By

Up-t-

Date Method.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1909.

Attorney A. A. Jones has returned
homu to Las Vegas.
J. D. Davidson, an attorney from
1 nat are
Celling ay Below Cost
Albuquerque, is in town stopping at
the Claire.
AT
Porfirio Gallegos who has been vis
MISS A. MUGLER.
iting in Santa Fe, has returned to
Law Vegas.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
It. R. Moodie of Denver, Is in town
on irrigation matters. He is a guest
er, where she laid to rest the remains
at the Palace.
Fred T. Peet of Clinton, Connecti- of her husband, is visiting her brothcut, is in town seeing the sights. He er Frank P. Sturges. The mother of
Mr. Sturges, Mrs. Henry
is a guest, at the Claire.
Sturges, of
C. R. Wise, a Denver traveling man, St. Louis, passed Lamy on Monday
is in town calling on the trade. He evening to stay with Mrs. Kremis and
four children.
i
is quartered at the Palace.
Miss Adela Strnthof and Miss CaroB.
Renehan left
Mr. and Mrs. A.
line
Schoen of Manitowoc, Wis., are
will
last
arrive
and
evening
Chicago
here tomorrow noon.
visiting their girlhood friend, Mrs. H.
, Miss Clara P, True of.Espanola, Is Oj. L. Ortiz and will stay for two weeks.
visitor in Santa Fe today. She is quar-- j The young ladies' left Manitowoc two
j and a half months
,
tered at the Palace.
ago, having visited
AY. H. Cook of St Louis, is among1 on their way in
Colorado, at Seattle
the sightseers in Santa Fe, .He is along the Pacific coast and rhf ftrand
canon. They found it hot everywhere
quartered at the Claire.
,..
Miss Fern Enos will leave tomorrow but at Santa Fe.
M. ' W, Mills of
the
fpr BerkleyCalif., to
Springer, attorney
of the New Mexico Reform School at
University of California.
E. T. Martin, a traveling man from Springer, was in Santa Fe
yesterday
Chicago, is calling on local merchants, regarding the issuing of a proclama-H- e
tion by Governor Curry declaring the
is stopping at the Palace.
X. Leonard, a Kansas City traveling school open and to arrange for the
man, was among last night's arrivals., transfer of juvenile prisoners to the
.Tie is stopping at the Palace.
school. The superintendent, John W,
C. L. Pollard, the Espanola mer-- Kirkpatrirlc of Hutchinson,
Kansas,
chant, is in town on business. He lias already taken charge.
is stopping at the Claire.
13. McDonald, an
insurance man
(Continued on Page Eight.)
from Denver, is in town on business.
He is a guest at the Claire.
R. Warren, a railroad man from El
Paso, is a business visitor In Santa
Fe. He is registered at the Claire.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien left
on an official trip last evening to the
About a Hon?
southwestern part of the Territory.
Woman living in ren
Every ted pioDertv Irntrs tn
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullino a noiue or her own
livan has zone to Albuquerque in his
(ft
flit re are hundred of things
.she wruld like to do to make
automobile on good roads business.
her
wn Inline more confortable.
Mrs. Joseph Fields of Wills Point,
a tractive and pleasant Nearly
every woman Is a monev waver
Texas, is a visitor in town seeing the
nd she will help you wonderfully
Palat
is
She
the
to
registered
sight.
pay for a home,
ace.
Theodore Fershtand, a traveling
man from San Francisco, is making
Will Do
the, local rounds. He is a guest at
the Claire.
We will fell yen a very desirEdward Mitchell, a traveling man
able hon,e on payments, which
town
ur rent money will make
a
in
St.
from
seeing
Louis, is
l on't wait.
.Begin now paying
line of drugs. He Is stopping at the
for your home.

FINE PATTERN HATS

e

)

WILL START

account

AN

Only Few More Left
of those

The World has always been divided into two
who have saved, those who have
classes-tho- se
spent, the thrifty and the extravagant.
It is the savers who have built the houses, the
mills, the bridges, the railroads, the ships and
all other great works which stand for man's
advancement and happiness.
The spenders are slaves to the savers. Itis-thlaw of nature. We want you to be a saver-topen an account in our Savings Department and be
independent

une nnllar

1

PERSONAL MENTION

IN WHICH CLASS ARE YOU?

PAGE FIVS

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

The house that will SAVE; YOU MONEY

Phone No.

.

SANTA FE, N. M.

capital $50,000
G.

FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.

WE

f

nli

House

001

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

Ask four Wife

Part

TAPESTRIES,

CARPETS

01

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

EIKST

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

Fu

Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone-No. 10

COVE

No. 10

:

Palace.

LET

US

KX PLAIN!

J.

SERVED.

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.
We are sole-

-

nun

fill

All Kinds

"

i

Lawn
Agents 'for
UNION

of

Mower

Hose, nozzles
and

LOCK

sprays

Also Window

Fence

and door

screens
SKK FS BKKORK RCYINO FrRNlTCRK OR HOrsK FCRNISHISGS.
Jl'ST A FKW MURK OK THUS K BARGAIN HAMMOCKS

Come early and
get your pick
This is how
Monarcl MalleaWe Iron
.

Ranps

are made and put

to-

gether, welmve them and
everyone" guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced

OUR

CONTRACT FOR CHKAP MOMrs. Frank P. , Sturges returned
NK V.
last evening from Springer where
A.
J.
GEO. M. KIN SELL
she attended the funeral of
294 San Francisco St.
Kremis.
L. A. Bland, a hardware salesman
Sal
from Kansas City, is in Santa Fe selling to the trade. He Is registered at
the Palace.
. R. E. Curry, a traveling man from
LAUNDRY
Denver, is in town with a line of
WORK
hardware. He is stopping at the Pal
ace
Send Your laundry to the
Mrs. S. I. Solander of San Antonio,
enFe
in
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Santa
is
a
visitor
Texas,
at
is
She
the
stopping
sights.
joying
at Albuquerque.
the Claire.
leaves
Basket
Tuesday,
Pablo Gonzales, a well known sheep
man from Abiquiu, is a visitor in San Returns Friday.
ta Fe today. He is registered at the AGENCY for SantaFe at Kerr
Claire.
jBarberShop;
S. S. Toms, the typewriter salesW H. KERR,
Phone No 122
man from Albuquerque, arrived in
Red
town last night. He is registered at
Manager.
the Claire.
Chester A. Hunker of Las Vegas, Is
among the legal visitors in the city
and has been admitted to the New
Mexico Bar.
Mrs. L. H. Pavis of Socorro, and
Mrs. E. L. Woods of Mcintosh, are
among the sightseers in town. They
THE LEADING
are guests at the Palace.
F. E. Dunlavy, formerly a resident,
of Santa Fe, and now a prosperous
businessman of Denver, .has been
spending a few days in Santa Fe.
Robert Arthur Ferguson, who has
been admitted to the bar at this session of the supreme court, was a passenger last evening for Albuquerque.
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Mrs. J. B. Clark and Miss Grace
Norton were passengers last evening
for Detroit. Mich., where they will
visit relatives.
N. J. Goldsmith of St. Louis, arrived in town last night to join his
father and mother who have been
visiting here for some time. He is
PATENT FLOUR
a guest at the Palace.
The following new attorneys have
IS BEST-be&u- seit
let for Clovis: Chester H. Hunker,
sives
the best results in
M. T. Dunlavy, who is a brother of
bread and pastry of any
F. E. Dunlavy, formerly of this city,
flour
Clovis.
of
L.
P.
and
Spaulding
you can buy.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero,
Superintendent J. W. Raynolds and
t contaics more Gluteni
Postmaster Frank W. Shearon returned on belated No. 9 last evening from
which is the very life of
a visit to Las Vegas and Albuquerth wheat, and which
que.
The following young ladies from Almakes the bread nutritious
buquerque are in Santa Fe attending
and WHOLESOME
the Presbyterian Mission Institute, being held at the Mary James mission
school: Misses Maude Hart, Mary P.
nother vitally impor
Webster, Bessie. Hunt and Cora Blood.
tant feature BOSS
F.
Robinson of Albu
General H.
In
of
pro
querque,''
irrigation
charge
PATENT FLOUR is entijects of the U. S. Indian service in
rely free from CELLULOSE
New Mexico and Arizona, arrived in.
Santa Fe last night accompanied by
indigestible 'element
his wife. They are quartered at the
of the weat.
Claire.
' W. B.
Sweezey left tonight for his
home in Organ, Dona Ana county, af
ter having successfully passed his
tar entrance examinations. He ex-- :
pected. to meet his wife at Lamy on
her return from their former home in
Michigan, where she went some weeks
ago to undergo a serious surgical

Soli-.ite-

'

FIRST

Rent Money

FURNITURE.

REPAIR

Mail Order

'

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER

RUGS AND

HARDWARE

page and furniture.

1

We Can

IN

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher lines
lines. Buy your fishing tackle of a fisherHAVE all
man. We carry everything in camp eaui- -

re-ent-

DIRECTORS
FRANKLIN FLICK
W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN
J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA
FREDERICK MULLER

OFFICERS

EVERYTHING
&3

Let Ins figure your hpatingfaml pluniliinR
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPKCIALITY

i

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

FIRST CLASS

FOR

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co..
of the Southwest
Manager for New Mexico.

A M BERGERE.

Catron Block

N. M.

Santa Fe,

KM

Sim

Deal

Resort

Good Hunting and Fishing
Makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico
$1, 501 p6r d"y'
ET
I
$8.00por weak, meal. 50c."
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Transportation from Station Sl.OO

Fox Fuxtliar Information.

MRS.

H- -

E.

Our line of stationary is confined largely
to every day staples. Better va.ues cannot
be had here or elsewhere'
Box paper worth 1 5c at
10c
"
15c
25c"
"
40c
25c
" . " ' '
75c "
50c
Ink Tablet worth 10c "
5c

BERGMANN

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

Best Flour

SOFT DRINKS
GINftEBALK

:
-

the thirsty
;

LEMON SODA
ROOT BEER
STRAWBERRY
ORANGE
HOoo

All drinks are made
from filtered Water

-

'

VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
SARSAPARRILLA
IRON BREW

OOOA OOLA
--

!

something cool and inviting
WILD CHERRY
bb

'
f

B'

i
i

-

.

Tabla Mineral TZTataxa
Telephone No.

aXa!

38 and have
your orderes delivered

iT

Santa Fe Bottling Works
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor New
Santa Fe,

Mexico

TAXIPEHMIST TANNER

&

t

?

I

;..

FURRIEK

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

A

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
436 Canon Road
Ganaul
Phone Black 19 FRANK F GORMLEy
Merchandise

,

SANTA FE, N. M.

15c"

See our line oi

Toilet Soaps

The Racket

Real Estate, Life & Fire Insurance,
A

D C"

"n t

you interested In a GOOD investment, paying 10 per cent' or
more ano at the same time giving life insurance
protection;
If so nil out and mail the attached blank.
O.O.Watsou& Co.
Santa Fe. N. M.
Please send me particulars regarding your Investment and life insurance
protection
I WAS BORN
MY OCCUPATION IS

...

NAME
ADDRESS

O

C- - WATSON
119 SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO.

-

Tie

VALLEY

RANCH

Valley Rancli, New Mexico
'Address, J; F. Miller, Prop.

AN IDEAL PLACE FOK
VACATION,

historic surroundings, delightful

,

cli-

mate, magnificent scenery, fine fishing, hunting, horseback riding, etc.
Good
eating, comfortable quarters.'
Consumptives positively not received.
Eight miles from Glorieta, where all
Santa Fe trains stop.

H.SJUI8C0,

,

eratlon.
I

Mrs. J. A. Kremis of Belen, on her
way home, with her son, from Spring- -

10.

10c

Ledgers mems receipt Books Statements
etc., etc., 5c to 4 00.
Carters Ink worth 10c at
5c
15c "
10
Lepages Glue "
25c Doz
Tally cards 15c to
10c to 50c pack
Playing cards
Many other staples at like prices

SANTA PE

The following are suggested to

"

',

Hinco.

hills on the
liffdene, located among pine-cla- d
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

rj a

Stat l o nery

Drink
Pabst
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

&

COMPANY
PHONE
RED

1

39.

Blue Ribbonl
Ponlr Roar 0

MaltTonic

I

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

PAGE SIX,

flew tyxico Central

Railroad

;

MILES

KFAD UP

.i
.

o

P.

62

4.4!

61

5.14
5.39
0.13
7'26
8,00

;e
8U

105
116

319

220

St.

1

Louis

10.35

"

10.0(1

p, m.

".
"i
''

Uhlcago
F.f Paso "
' I OS Angeles "
MexleoUlty "
Ar Roswell Lv

1.00

7S0

600
602

"

9.00

'

1.00

p. in,
a, in

Odiuvule
Torrance'
Kansas Oitv

p. in. 9.30
a. hi. 7.35
a. m,U.45
8.00"
a- - m.
p. m. 7.00

861

116a
ia78

"

Willitnl

"
Z,"

7.013
6,008
6,317
6.204
6,136
6.093
6,086
6,244
6,430

p. "in.
"
"
"
"
I. 15
"
12.40
"
11.35
II. 00 a. in.
5.25
4.22
3,17
2.36
2.11

"

Kstancla

,"
!"

ALT.

PASS'K
DAILY

Lv Santa Fe Ar
Ar Kennedy Lv
Stanley ""
" Moriarty
," Mflntiisli "

1.45
2.4a
4.10

111.

22
41

1130
15

STATION'S

DAU,Y

Territory of New Mexico, County of
Rio Arriba:

IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

the Fruit
From the United States This
Winter.

No. 1179.
Maria de los Reyes Duran de
Plaintiff.
vs.
Repito Lucero, Defendant.
In the District Court of the First Judicial District of New Mexico for the
County of Rio Arriba.
The said defendant, Repito Lucero,
is hereby notified that a complaint has
been filed against him in the District
Court for the County of Rio Arriba,
Territory aforesaid, that being the
court in which said case is pending, by
said plaintiff Maria de los Reyes Duran de Lucero, the general object of
said action being the securing of a
divorce by the said plaintiff from the
said defendant on the grounds of
abandonment and desertion, and for
her costs, as will more fully appear
by reference to the complaint filed in
said cause. And that unless you enter
your appearance in said cause on or
before the 18th day of October, A. D.
rendered
1909, judsment will be
against you in said cause by default.
Attorney for plaintiff. Alexander
Read, Esq., Tierra Amarilla, N. M.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and seal of said court at
Santa Fe, N. M., this eleventh day
of August. A. D. 1909.
FRANCIS C. WILSON,
(Seal.)
Clerk.
By E. W. MARSH, Deputy.

What a Heap of Happiness it Would
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.
Hard to do housework with an ach-

There

READ DOWN

PASS'P!

EUROPE.

SHORT APPLE CROP

Time Table.

--

1.15

3,700
,363

9.45 a. in.

W49

U.OOpju
6"00a. in.

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reser ved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent.
Laughlin Bldg.

St, Louis Rocky Mt. &

Ob

THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1909.

IN

Will Be Big Export of

Lu-cer-

Spokane, Wash., Aug. 25. Ren H.
of the na
Rice, secretary-manage- r
tional apple show, incorporated, has
received advances from London, Liverpool, Dublin and Hamburg, which indicate that because of the shortness
of the crop in Europe there will be a
large demand for American apples the
coming fall and winter, with the promise of better prices than in former
years. The apple crop in luigiana is
reported to be far below the average
and there is an increased demand, not
only for fancy fruits but also for medi
um grades. Robert P. Skinner, United
States consul, writes from Hamburg,
there is a large demand in Germany
for American apples, adding that this
Europeno business can be increased
by sending only the best fruit and honest packs. Growers in the northwest
states and provinces are, preparing to
send large consignments of fruit
abroad this season-

August time, tells on the nerves.
But that spiritless, no ambition feeling can be easily and quickly altered
by taking what is known to druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Wthin 48 hours after beginning to use the Restorative, Improvement will be noticed. Of course, full
health will not immediately return.
The gain, however, will surely follow.
Miles from
No. 1,
NO 2
Miles From
And best of all, you will realize and
Dei Moines
DAILY
Raton
daily: feel your
strength and ambition as it
HOW THEY STAND.
is returning. Outside influence de10 00 a. m.
0
Des Moines.!
M.
49
iLv.
6
30
N;
ra.
Arr,
p,
National League.
10 12 a. ra.
I
Rumaldo.
46
press first the "inside nerves" then
6 16 p. ni
Lv
" Dedman
10 35 a, m.
11
"
',
88
4 66 p. m
stomach.
Won. Lost. P. C.
the
and
Kidneys
Heart,
" Oapulln
10 50 a. ra.
ia
82
4 35 p. m.
" Vigil
11 05 a. m,
32
.714
20
80
and see Pittsburg
29
4 25 p. in. will usually fail.
Strengthen
"
11 20 a. m'
26
24
'J Thompson
8 66 p. m. how
36
.679
75
be
Sold
will
yours
again.
quickly
Chicago
11 45 a. m.
81
"
3 SO p. ra
18
Cunningham
12 20 p. m.
48
41
.624
68
Co.
Ollfton House Junction'
2 55 p. ra
New York
7
by Stripling-Burrow- s
12 45 p. m.
2 30 p m.
Arr,
Arr,
55
55
48
.500
RATON N M
0
Cincinnati
I 80 d. m.
12 25 p. m.
Lv.
Lv,
"
8 60 p. m.
48
61
.450
Ollfton House Junction
50
7
1Z 05 p. m
Lv,
Philadelphia
"
94 16 p. ra,
48
11 40 a. ni
Preston
18
.406
45
66
Louis
St.
4 46 p m.
"
68
11 06 a' m
Koehler
28
4 55 p. in.
"
66
.370
70
11 16 a. ra.
Koehler Jnot.
20
41
Brooklyn
16 50 p. m.
68
Colfax
88
tlO 15 a. ra.
83
.265
30
Boston
"
6 16 p, m.
77
Oerrososo
9 43 a. ra.
41
Palace.
6 35 p. in.
Arr
9 25 a. m.
Lv.
88
N.
OIMARRON
M.
47
American League.
7 08 p. m.
Lv.
Maude Hart, Mary P. Webster, Bes
7 60 a. m.
Arr.
.. 10 p. m.
Nash
N. M,
7 40 a. in.
60
Lv
Won. Lost. P.C.
L.
7. 23 p. m.
sie
89
7 25 a. ni.
Harlan
Hunt, Cora Blood, Albuquerque;
63
43
.629
72
7. 46 p. m.
Detroit
84
Ute Park
7
00 a. m.
69
A. Bland, Kansas City; F. T. Martin,
44
.619
71
Philadelphia
D.
.607
Miss
True.
46
71
Clara
EspaBoston
Chicago;
Connect! with E. P A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawaon, N.
58
59
.496
M., 6:15 p. m.
nola; Miss Brynan, Redland, Calif.; R. Cleveland
58
.487
55
Connecti with E. P, 4 t. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawaon, N. M., R. Moodie. Denver; Edward Mitchell, Chicago ...
62
52
.456
:55 a. m.
St. Louis; Mrs. L. H. Parvis, Socorro; Xew York
.420
65
47
St. Louis
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meeti tralna at Preaton, N. M.
Mrs. E. L. Woods. Mcintosh; N. Leon
82
33
.287
S.
6.
C.
Passenger tralna arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: ard, Kansas City; N. J. Goldsmith, St. Washington
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
Western League.
Louis; C. R. Wise, Denver; Mrs. J.
No. 1, :0 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Won. Lost. P. C.
.
Wills Point. Tex.; R. E. Curry,
Felds,
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
44
.607
68
Moines
Des
Denver.
TracK connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preaton, with C.
.593
46
67
Sioux City
Claire.
A 8. at Oes Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M.t and Cimarron A
.558
50
63
Omaha
B. McDonald, Denver; H. F. Robin
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
.509
55
57
Denver
Cimarron, N. M la depot fcr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate, son and wife, Albuquerque; C. L. Pol Topeka
.505
54
55
lard, Espanola; Pablo Gonzales. Abl Wichita
.474
60
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lakea.
54
Ute Park, N. M., ia depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo quiu; R. Warren. El Paso; Fred T. Pueblo
.416
66
47
S. T. McKinney,
6eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
.342
39
75
Lobo, Peet, Cliton. Conn.;
Lincoln
Elijabethtown,
Albuquerque; K. L. Medler, Albuquer
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taoa and Twining.
TODAY.
PLAY
THEY
WHERE
que; S. L. Lolander, San Antonio; W,
fi. J, DEDMAM,
National League.
J. van HOUTEN;
W. A. GORMAN,
H. Cook, St. Louis; S. S. Toms. Albu
at New York.
V- - Dres. and Gen
Pittsburg
D.
Mgr Gen Pass- Agent querque; J. W. Newell. El Paso; J.
Superintendent
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
Theodore
Albuquerque;
RATON. N. M.
RATON, N- - M.
RATON, N, JH, Davidson,
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Ferchland, San Francisco.
St. Louis at Boston.
Normandie.
American League.
R. A. Baer and family, Fort Lupton,
at Cleveland.
Washington
Colo. ; Sara Bousueau, D. E. Ewing, DuPhiladelphia at Detroit.
rango; W. T. Neary, Denver; W. D.
New York at St. Louis.
Wasson, Estancia; S. H. Lloyd, Chi
Boston at Chicago.
cago.
Western League.
Omaha at Wichita.
Coronado.
Des Moines at Topeka.
George W. Withrow, Sallda; J. H,
M.
Lincoln at Denver.
J.
and
wife.
Hartley. Jr.,
Hartley
Sioux City at Pueblo.
Sam Hartley. Buckman.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
National League.
Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the
Philadelphia 4; Chicago 2.
United States Express Co., Chicago,
New York 3; Pittsburg 2.
writes. "Our General Superintendent,
Cincinnati 2; Brooklyn 0.
Mr. Quick, handed me a bottle of
Boston 9; St. Louis 8.
and
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
American League.
Diarrhoea Remedy some time ago to
Detroit
4;
Philadelphia 3.
TO THE EAST & NORTH
check an attack of the old chronic diWashington 6; Cleveland 5.
I have used it since that
arrhoea.
St. Louis 4; New York 0.
in
Now
effect Via
time and cured many on our trains
'
Chicago 4; Boston 4.
who have been sick. I am an old solWestern League.
NEW MEXICO
dier who served with Rutherford B.
Lincoln 6; Denver 2.
Hayes and William McKinley four
Omaha 5; WTichita 3.
years in the 23rd Ohio regiment, and
Des Moines 5; Topeka 3.
E.
& S. W.
have no ailment except chronic diarPueblo 5; Sioux City 2.
rhoea, which this remedy stops at
Pacific Coast League.
once." For Bale by all druggists.
San Francisco 2; Vernon 1.
For ull particulars,
A. N, BROWN
Portland 4; Los Angeles 1.
a, P. A.-- K, P. & 8, w.
Address
It is an admitted fact that res' esEl Paso Texas.
Sacramento 6; Oakland. 2.
(
tate, financial men and merchants all
American Association.
say that quickest and best results are
Toledo 3; Indianapolis 2. Second
obtained by advertising in the New
5.
game Indianapolis 4; Toledo
Mexican
St. Paul 2; Kansas City 1.
Ti
Louisville 1; Columbus 2.
Minneapolis 4; Milwaukee 7.

Pacific

Comoanv

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

ing back.
Brings you hours of misery at leisure or at work.
If women only knew the cause that
Backache pains come from sick
kidneys,
'Twould save much needless woe.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse this:
Miss Adela Arias, loG Griffin street,
Santa Fe. N. M., says: "There is no
praise too strong for me to give Doan's
The splendid results
Kidney Pills.
I obtained from their use several
years ago have been lasting and for
that reason, my confidence in them
has been increased. I suffered from
a dull heavy ache in the small of my
back and I was subject to headaches
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
had no ambition and was in very poor
health when I procured Doan's Kid&
ney Pills at Stripling, Burrows
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them
long to cure me and from that day to
this I have been free from kidney complaint. I willingly confirm the public
statement I gave in January, 1907,
telling of my experience with Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

BASEBALL

'stations.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

VISIT

El

-

Paso's

Fall Fair

fov. 1st t 7th
LOW SUMMER RATES

CENTRAL

P.

and Rock Island

Colonist m ;es
TO
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
Via

1

1

Summer Tourist Rates

GRANDt

fi

B,

Still in effect to all

Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
SANTA FE. N. M.

TO

California, Arizona, New
Mexico, Mexico the Northwest, etc.
One way Colonist Tickets on sale
daily September 15 to October 15,
1908 inclusive.
Accepted in tourist
sleepers on payment of Pullman fare.
shown below.
Only a few points
For fares to other points and infor
mation about the liberal stop-ove- r
privileges accorded, phone, write of see
me.
Los Anseles .
San Francisco .
00
San Diego . ...
Pasadena .
Sacramento . .
San Jose
Santa Barbara ,

Fresno

Tickets and sleeding car space
may be had by applying to

points.

For farther Information make inquiry of
F. H. McBRIDE,

LOW FARES

&

P. A,

H, S. LUTZ,
Santa Fe,
N. Mex.

fHATEHBL

n

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Re
u1ar
communication
first Monday of eacli
month
at Masonle
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. I,
R. A. M.
Regular con-

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonle
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALT.
H P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave

MfWt

...

fourth
month

Monday

in

each

at Masonic Hall at

7:30 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meete
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
14th

CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,

Secretary.
of Food.
In discussing
B. P. O. E.
"sanitary inspection of food production and distribution," Dr. W. M.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. EL,
Barnard, state food commissioner of holds its regular session on the sec
ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
Indiana, said:
"The question of purity in food has month. Visiting brothers are invite
now been superceded by that of sani- and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
tation in the. handling of food. While
Exalted Ruler.
by sheer force of law, we are com- J. D. SENA. Secretary.
Sanitary Inspection

Denver,

Aug.

26.

pelling food and drug manufacturers
to guarantee purity we are almost
entirely neglecting sanitary milk pro
duction, clean bake shops or whole
some markets. We forget that meat,
sterilized by heat cannot contain in
jurious bacteria and that our bread
and milk may be swarming with the
germs of filth even though they con
standards of
form to all legal
and
composition.
strength
"In other words we must no long
er ignore the important iact mat
feeds, though chemically pure, may
be sanitarily unfit to eat.
"The enforcement of the federal
meat inspection law has solved tne
meat problem for city dwellers but
the time has come when we must put
a stop to the distribution of unfit
meat sent out by small slaughtering

CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

houses.
"While most bakeshops are now
which
sanitary, conditions under
bread is handled after it leaves the
bakershop is subject to serious criticism. By being carried in unclean

To KANSAS CITY MO

baskets, brushed against dirty frocks,
or distributed by unwashed hands, it
carries an amount of germs unpleasant
to think about. Dust kicked up by
horses, throwing the bread into a
wasron. indiscriminately with vinegar
onjugs, a kerosene can and a sack of
a
for
the
necessity
ions, all suggests
dust proof wrapper. Does the consumer know that the dried fruits,
crackers, sugar and other articles commonly sold in bulk are free from flies?
Does he know that refrigerators are
free from odor and moult? We need
laws that will compel the shopkeeper
to protect his wares from the flying
dust of the streets. Along with the
law that forbids the sale of milk which
contains chemicals, we want a law
that will prohibit the sale of milk
which contains filth, probably more destructive to health than chemicals.
"I have not touched upon methods
empoyed at some canning factories,
pickling houses and ice cream factories. But al these subjects suggest
the necessity for a vigorous campaign
for cleanliness as well as purity in
food."

Summer TOURIST
TICKETb
bIeii'co Central Railroad

N

IN CONNECTION WITH

LIMITED
On

TR-H.X2T-

S

Sale June 1st to Sept.,

30th 1909.
Good Returning October 31st
1909.

To CHICAGO ILL

$50.35
To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
$35.35
Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other

points

J. P. LYNG,
&

XJ

a

t

ttvoit

Passenger

FOR
OPPORTUNITY

Agent

J

H

toiwwtssADtvtueiT(if wauiwtsi I
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Md 25 Cents to the Annual SubscripDiarr oea Cured.
tion Rate of the New Mexican
"My father has for years been
Review.
troubled with diarrhoea, and tried
every means possible to effect a cure,
TO AND FROM RO SWELL.
without avail," writes John H. ZIrkle
Publl-Investo-

Re-ne- y

SSSErf tbJJJttffii

MASONIC.

and

of Philippl, W. Va. "He say Chamberlain's Colic. Choela and Diarrhoea
When the Stomach, Heart or Kid- j Remedy advertised in the Philippi
nerves get weak, then these or-- publican and decided to try it. The
is one bottle cured him and he
gans always fail. Don't drug the result
sunerea wun me aisease ior
not
Stomach- nor stimulate the He,nrt or, has
a
makemonths. Before taking this
is
eighteen
simply
Kidneys. That
shift. Get a prescription known to remedy he was a constant sufferer.
alDruggsts everywhere as Dr. Shoop's He is now sound and well, and as
Restorative. The Restorative is pre- though sixty years old, can do
inmuch work as a young man." Sold by
pared expressly for these weak
these
nerves,
all
side' nerves. Strengthen
druggists.
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Restorativetablets or liquid and se LOOKING FOR HALLEY'S COMET.
how quickly help will come. Sold bj
s
Stripling-BurrowCo.
After an Absence of Seventy-Fiv- e
Years it Is Afjain Due to Make
Its Appearance.
SALE OF TIMBKR, District Jo. 3, AlbuSealed bids
July IB, 1909. Sale.
querque, N. M. "Bid
Lick
Observatory. Mount Hamilton,
Genera
Timber
marked outside
Oarson National Forest' Cal., Aug. 2C Keen rivalry has devel- otlee. July 1, 1909.
fiji..oauit r tho District Kiii'eHtei. AN
hiinnei-niie- '
n. m.. win be received uo to oped among the astronomers of the
world, and all through the night every
dead timber standing or down, and any or available telescope is sweeping the
all, or any part of the live timber marked!- -Heavens to gam tho first stent of the
for cutting by the Forest oftlcers located
in Hec. 18. T. 28 N.. r. 13 K.I returning. Halley's comet, which is
approximately
and Sees. 12 and 13. T 28 . B, 12., 12. K N.
M. P. within the Oarson National Forest, sweeping on through space, according
New Mexico, estimated to be i,ono,ooo feet o Professor Heber D. Curtis, who has
B. M., more or less, of western yellow pine
and Douglass fir. No bids of less than $3.fo returned from Chile, to be the nrst,
per thousand feet B. M. will be considered ,h- - hon ' to discover the comet.
,.1
apd a deposit of ?Z00.uo must oeseni 10 me
Owlnz to the
high power "comet
First National anK, liuuquerque, flew
MSx'ico, for each bid submitted to the Diseeking"
glasses on Mount Hamilton,
strict Forester. Timber upon valid claims
is exempted from sale. The right to reject the Lick astronomers expect to anany and all bids is reserved. For further nounce the return of Halley's comet
lnformatlonandregultionsgovernlngsales
absence
address Ross McMillan, Forest Supervisor, after its seventy-five-yea- r
Antonlto, Oolorado. KAKLK H, OLAl'I'. from the solar
system.
Forester.
District
Acting
--

SOCIETIES

Connection made witu Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar-

rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
manager, Automobile Llna.
Served as coffee, the new coffee
substitute known to grocers everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Heakh Coffee,
will trick even a coffee expert. Not
a grain of real coffee In it either.
Pure healthful toasted grains, malt,
nuts, etc., have been so cleverly
blended as to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee taste and flavor. And
it is "made In a minute," too. No
tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling. Sold
by Frank Andrews.
Granulated

Sore Eyes Cured.

"For twenty years I suffered from
a bad case of granulated sore eyes,
says Martin Boyd, of Henrietta, Ky.
"In February, 1903, a gentleman asked me to try Chamberlain's Salve. I
bought one, box and used about
of it and my eyes have not
given me any trouble since." This
salve is for sale by all druggists.
two-thtf-

The S..fe' Hole In ths Walt.
Whim the nineteenth century was as
yet only half grown, senators applied
customarily for their teddies at the bo
called Hole In the Wall, u small circular room Just off the postoliiee of the
upper house. The latter bedy then
wcupled what Is now the chamber of
the supreme court, and the postotflce
was across the main corridor of the
building on the same floor. When a
wearer of the toga found himself In
need of a "snifter" he had only to
cress over to the malls department
and pass through it to the little circular room aforesaid, which was about
the size of a pantry. The Hole In the
Wall was the first senate restaurant,
and the bill of fare for edibles, was
ehort, though to the point. There was
ham, guaranteed to have been smoked
for six months, a veritable sublimation
of the pork product; there were corned
beef and bread and cheese, but very
little else. They served, however, as
an accompaniment for the fluids, and
when the Hole was crowded, as was
often the case, senators ate their sand
wlches outside, In the postofflce.
Washington Post.

"Pangwangflng."
as to the exact

A little dubious
chtirla
ilttnHfil

I

When She Goes to the Theater.

.

LEGAL BLANKS.

Artesian Wells.

1

come Into the place again If I think
Huh!
those over there might do
!
Mighty funny how all the
good seats are taken before the box office opens.
"No, I don't waut those. There's a
post in the way, and, besides, the
family always sit there and
chatter through the whole play. Yes.
there Is a post too, I guess I've been
In this theater before. I wouldn't mind
those, but they're right by the bass
drum, and you can't hear yourself talk.
"What! Two dollars apiece for that
kind of show? And not next to the
aisle, either. Lots of people say you
can see Just as good and hear better
In the balcony, anyhow.
Well, you
can give me those two down there.
They're not as good as I'm used to
No, I don't behaving, but I guess
lieve I'll take them, either.
"Can't you lay aside those two, an
those two, and those two for me, and
when I decide I'll send my husband
around after them? Huh? Well, I
think you're very unaccommodating.
What? Of course I want to buy seats.
Just you give me those two, young
mao, without any comment of any kind.
Impertinent!" Indianapolis News.
L'ni-ui-m-

Wot-thcrna-

America Alone Has Humming Birds.
Though the art museums of Europe
may have some treasures of which
America cannot boast, our continent
has the distinction of a monopoly of
the world's supply of humming birds,
the gems of all the feathered creation.
Of these there are said to be some 400
species the Four Hundred we may
well call them nearly all of which
are peculiar to the tropical regions.
Only eighteen cross the borders of the
United States from Mexico and occur
only In our southwestern states. The
popular Idea Is that the hummer lives
only on honey gathered trom flowers.
This is a mistake. The bird does secure some honey, but Its food consists
mainly of the small insects which frequent the flowers. Some of these Insects are injurious to the blossom, and
the tiny bird fulfills a useful function
in destroying them. That the hummer
is insectivorous is also shown by its
habit of catching tiny Insects on tbe
wing, which Is occasionally observed.
H. K. Job In Outing Magazine.

j

In certain districts of Western Australia there are women who take an
oath to remain silent after the death of
their husbands. In some cases they
will remain mute for two years afteff
the funeral, and very often the oath
Is kept also by the mother and
of the deceased. Paris Revtw
moth-In-la-

w

Medicale.

te

Pick-Me-U-

'

France's Roads Best In the World.
Among the reasons which make the
highways of France the best in the
world is the requirement that all preliminary roadmaking operations shall
be thoroughly performed. When embankments are made the earthwork Is
built up only a few inches at a time,
and the successive strata are leveled
and in the neighborhood of masonry
rammed. Every ditch Is carefully cut
at a proper angle, rammed and if
necessary paved with stones. Dangerous turns are protected by stone parapets. At each crossroad there are signposts, always In order, and the Touring
club of France has established indicators to remind the tourist of dangerous curves, rapid descents, etc. Every
railroad crossing Is protected by a
gate, which has a watchman In charge
day and night Leslie's Weekly,
Extravagance of the New Yorker.

Is not the native New Yorker tbe
prey and the plaything of the waiter,
the cabman, the ticket speculator and
the market man? Does he not pay two
prices for food In the glittering Broadway cafe and then, after waiting an
hour, receive a cold, dead portion of
something that he didn't order aud
never would think of ordering unless
delirious? Does he not recognize that
the legal tariff of cab charges is pure
fiction and fork over what the weather-beateRube Burrows on the top of the
hansom may demand? Does he not
But, oh, what's the use! The scales
they weigh him on at birth give false
returns, and at his funeral the undertaker charges his estate for extra carriages that never show up. I. S. Cobb
in New York World.
Interested.
"I had a narrow escape from being
run over this morning," remarked
Johnson. "Hughes, who was with me,
only saved me by showering blows on
the horse's head with an umbrella.
Just as the umbrella broke the animal
stopped, and I was pulled out from beneath the wheels of the wagon."
"Had the umbrella a silver handle
shaped like a shepherd's crook?" asked
his friend Binks anxiously.
"I didn't notice particularly, and, besides, he broke it to pieces stopping
the horse. Why?"
"Nothing; only he borrowed mine
yesterday." Pearson's.

An Oath of Silence.

Economical.
The Poets.
She I'm going to give you back our
are
born
'Toets
and not made."
He-Give
engagement ring. I love another.
"But
born
ain't
they
tagged," opined
me his name and address. She-- Do
a
rural
"Their fathers
philosopher.
He-No.
I
you want to kill him?
consequently hafter go ahead and
Want to sell him the ring.
'em, jest as if they was going
to be good fer something." Louisville
v
Milk Toast and Cheese.
.
Courier Journal.
Make some rich milk toast and spread
out on a flat dish. Cover with a thick
Defined.
layer of grated cheese and put in the
"Fa, what Is a knocker?"
"ven till the cheese melts and browns.
"A knocker, my boy, is a man whe
'
Harper's Bazar.
usually finds fault with unother man
who Is doing something better than
A Sponger.
"The worse of Spongely is he never he could do It himself." Detroit Free
Press.' '
pays anything," said Grabbles.
V
doesn't
"Oh,
he, though Ask him to
When men are friends there is a
pny you a visit and see," retorted
of justlce.-Arlstot- le.
need
Hicks.
A

,'

j

The theoretical explanation of the
"I just don't want any seats at all
tt
Phenomenon Is easily amlerstood. The Kept In Stock and for Sale By the
!! Vint- fnHn1rt1w al. unless
The
ones.
last
they're good
It time was
luring to the ear. is "pangwangle."
Santa Fe New Mexican Conformhere 1 sat behind a post, secondary and tertiary geological fordoes
what
it express? and 1 said
expresses well,
then that I'd never mations often present the apKaraucc
ing to the Laws of New Mexico.
right
a cheerlness under minor discomt

forts, a humorous optimism under
small misfortunes, though indeed these
seem di;yiihd definitions for so Informal a word. "1 just pangwangled
home in the rain," says n friend of
mine, and I know he got there drench"We went
ed, but good tempered.
pangwangling off to tbe theater last
night," says my nearest neighbor, and
I feed pretty certain they had been blue
over something and felt the need of
some small gayety. It would do us al)
good if we pangwangled a bit more,
think.
A very meaning word is the southerner's "honing." "My, honey, I've just
been honing to see you!" It is not so
stilted as "I've been longing," aud 11
Is much more emphatic than "I've been
wanting." It's a warm, affectionate,
Intimate word honing. Let me put it
Into the addendum, well toward the
front, for I love the sound of it.
These words are not slang. They are
not exactly as one high brow friend
Informed me "low colloquialisms."
The Aurora Borealis.
They have a place in language, and
The aurora borealis, or northern they add considerably to its color.
light, Is something that we have all Atlantic.
heard about, but very few, perhaps,
can give any explanation of It. No
An Outside Vegetarian.
one definitely knows what causes It,
"If you are not an outside vegetabut the scientists are pretty well rian you are not really a vegetarian at
agreed that It Is due to electricity. all." The speaker was a member of
They believe that the light is made by Philadelphia's little vegetarian church
the recomposition of the positive and uptown. An eidd figure in his gray
negative electricity always in the up health shirt, gray ventilated suit, gray
per and lower strata of air, respec knit gloves, gray aerated hat, gray
tively. M. Lenstrom made an Inter cloth boots, he continued: "An Inside
estlng experiment In Finland In 1882, vegetarian is one who puts In his Intehis object being to determine the na rior nothing that has been procured by
ture of jthe aurora. He bad the peak the slaughter of animals. An outside
of a mountain surrounded by a cop vegetarian puts on his exterior nothper wire, pointed at Intervals with ing that has been procured by the
tin nibs. When he had charged the slaughter of animals.
wire with electricity a yellow light
"See my gloves vegetable gloves of
appeared on the tin tips, and an ex cotton, not made of the skins of muramination of the light by the spec dered kids. See my boots woven,
troscope revealed the greenish yellow owing nothing to some poor murdered
ray that Is a marked feature of the calf. .See my buttons wooden, not
aurora. This evidence among sci- made of grisly bones. Inside and outentists Is almost convincing, for It side," so the quaint faddist concluded,
Is by means of the spectroscope that "I am a vegetarian, and inside and
we discover the constituent parts of outsiile I get along without the murder
of any creature fish, flesh or fowl.
the sun and the stars. Exchange.
There are many like me." New York
"Thou Diest on Point of Fox."
Press.
all
Fox blades were celebrated
through the sixteenth and seventeenth
"Slipper Allum Tea."
centuries for their excellent temper,
The sidewalk stand, a soap box, was
and mention of them is frequent In littered with rolls of brown bark, tobacco twists and withered switches
English drama. This is their history:
There was a certain Julian del Kel, tied with twine. The proprietor, a
believed to be a Moriseo, who set up a brown and shriveled old colored woforge at Toledo In the early part of man, sat on another box. A passing
the sixteenth century and became fa woman lingered to ask the old aunty
mous for the excellence of his sword the meaning of her wares.
bladess, which were regarded as the
"Dese t'bacca twisses is for moffs,
best of Toledo. That city had for many an' de red oak bark is good for cuts,
ages previous been renowned for an' de slipper allum chips is a cure
ewordmaklng, It being supposed that for ole maids."
the Moors introduced the art, as they
"You ought to make a fortune out of
did so many good things, from the that, aunty. How does it work?"
cast.
"Huh, huh. chile, das as easy as a
Julian del Rei's mark was a little possum ciim'ln' a tree. You see, oie
dog, which came to be taken for a fox, maid ladies Is most in ginral lean an'
and so the "fox blade" or simply "fox" lonesome lookin, an' slipper allum tea
for any good sword. See "Henry V" makes 'em fat. When dey gets fat
act 4, scene 4, "Thou diest on point of dey gets chipperlsh, an' some genmun
fox." The brand came to be imitated gwlne come along an' take a 'miration
In other places, and there are Solingen to 'em unless dey takes to drlnkin' de
blades of comparatively modern manu tea too late huh, huh!" New York
facture which still bear the little dog Post.
of Julian del Rd. London Notes and
Queries.
Who Said Gunpowder?
"I don't want you to get scared at
A Royal Snake Slaughterer.
this story," began the baldheaded man,
The "secretary bird" is one of the "but I
hope you've all got good
most precious birds In South Africa. nerves."
It is royal game, and any person deThe listeners eagerly drew together.
stroying one is liable to a fine of 50.
"Well," began the narrator, "people
Majestic looking birds, they stand lose their lives sometimes in the stranabout three feet high and generally go gest ways. I know an Irishman poor
In pairs. They are of drab color, with fellow who a few months ago sat
black, feathery legs, and are valued down on what he supposed was a keg
for their propensity for killing snakes, of black sand to have a smoke. After
Where the secretary bird is seen there flnishiug the first pipe he knocked the
are sure to be many reptiles about. live ashes into the keg. There hapThe bird beats down its adversary pened to be a crowd of workmen
first with one wing and then with the stauding by at the time, and"
other, at the same time trampling on
"Many killed?" exclaimed a breathIt with its feet until tbe snake is suffi less listener.
ciently stunned to catch it by the
"Many what?"
fcead with its claws. Then the bird
"Killed-blo- wn
up?"
rises far up in the air and drops its
"Why?
Nothing explosive about
Tictim to the ground, to be killed. By black sand, is there?" London
Scraps.
this means thousands of venomous
reptiles are destroyed. London Scraps.
His Conceit.
The Abbe Pradt. a rushlight of NaNatural History.
time, was a most conceited
"Whah is you been workln'?" asked poleon's
man. The Duke of Wellington met him
Miss Miami Brown.
In Taris at a dinner given in honor of
"Up to one o' deshere garridges whar himself. The abbe made a
long oraGey keep de automobiles."
on the state of political
"I s'pose you likes 'em better dan tion, chiefly
affairs, and concluded with the words,
njules."
"We owe the salvation of
to
Is
dat a mule one man alone." "Before heEurope me
"Well, de diff'unce
gave
kicks wlf his bin' feet an' de automo- time to
blush," said the duke, "he put
bile it mo' li'ble to butt same as a his hand on his
heart and continued,
geiat" Washington Star.
To me!'"
Busy Woman.
Every monthly magazine carries as
many as two continued stories in it.
When a man takes six it means that
his wife is carrying twelje continued
stories in her head in addition to
doing the cooking and trying to find
out how much the new hat cost worn
by the woman next door. Oil City
Derrick.
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of Immense basins, the boundary or
rim of the liasln having been formed
by an upheaval of adjacent strata. In
these formations It often haptens that
B porous stratum,
consisting of sand,
sandstone, chalk or other calcareous
matter, Is included between two liuper-Ceabllayers of clay so as to form a
flat porous U tube, continuous from
Jside to side of the valley, the outcrop
on the surrounding bills forming the
inoitth of the tulie. The rain filtering
ilown through the porous layer to the
bottom of the basin forms there a subterranean pool, which, with the liquid
or seinlllqnld column pressing upon It,
constitutes a sort of huge natural hydrostatic bellows, Sometimes the pressure on the superincumbent crust Is so
great as to cause an upheaval or disturbance of the valley. It Is obvious,
jtheti. that when a hole is bored down
through the upper Impermeable layer
to the surface of the lake the water will
be forced up by the natural law of watet
seeking its level to a height above the
surface of the valley, greater or less,
according to the elevation of the level
In Hie feeding column, thus forming a
natural fountain on precisely the same
principle as that of most artificial fountains, where the water supply comes
from a considerable height above the
e

Jet
A Perfumed Caravan,
Everybody knows how subtle, penetrating and permanent is the rich perfume of attar eif roses. The larger part
of the world's supply of this delicious
scent Is made hi Persia, where there
are many hundreds of acres devoted to
the cultivation of roses for this purpose. At certain seasons of the year
Jong caravans of donkeys, laden with
attar, anil under guard of soldiers to
protect the rich booty from attacks by
robbers, journey from central Persia
to the little port of Bushire, whence It
is exported to Bombay. Other donkey
trains similarly escorted proceed to
ports on the Caspian sea, which, after
Hindustan, are the largest consumers
of the costly luxury. When the wind
Is in the right direction the approach
of one of these caravans is announced
by t ho scent long before It can be
seen, and the line of Its progress can
be traced by the oelor for days after it
has passed by.

j

bow-legge- d.

2

2

Leave orders for Auto at Postal
Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.

4

2

2

2

FOR SALE Good
upright piano.
Inquire at Wagner Furniture Company

store.
TO H EALTH SEEKERS
Room and
board on fine dairy and fruit ranch.
Address Box 416. Santa Fe, N. M.

Non-minera- l,

2

Non-miner-

4

SALESMAN A live side line for
live men. Consignment proposition.
Especially good for those working
small towns, 2'Hh Century Mfg. Co.
1308 Wells St., Chicago, 111.
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4

1-- 4

2

2

1-- 2

1--
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2

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

2
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FOR RENT An ideal home for
two or three persons, 4 rooms fully
to
furnished.
Special concessions
long term tenants. Inquire at 230
E. Manhattan.

steam
FOR SALE A ecoT)C-irau(- r
boiler In good condition. It will ba
,
Apjly
disposed of at very low p'.-to the Sew

The unner pmttt nf snetetv rtpnpna
amount of dnush nmleriifliith- vPhiladelphia Record.
on the

M

lcftt Printing

Com-pan-

FOR RENT For one year, five
room house with cellar, hot and cold
water, electric lights, telephone. Five
minutes' walk from Capitol. Acre of
Stable for horse and cow. Address,
"L," New Mexican.
HORSES FOR SALE Three gentle
riding horses, suitable for ladies.
Also two driving teams, telephone or '
address me at Lamy, where horses
B. F.
may be seen by arrangement
Pankey.
Engraved cards de visit and wed
ding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican Printing office.
Any
one sanding in need of such will do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.

4

1-- 2

'-

'"""Hf

ber of pirate ships on the Caspian sea Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
Mexican.
which lie in wait for Russian and PerI si
sian vessels. They seize all the goods
on board these ships, and the unfortu
nate crews are sold Into slavery. The
II
chief markets for slaves are Khiva
and Bokhara. Sometimes they have a
difficulty In finding purchasers for all
their captives If these have been numerous, and they have been kuown to
dispose of a Fersian prisoner for a sum
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
equal to 18 pence of British money.
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
BUSINESS, REThey keep many slaves to till their
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
fields aud treat them most cruelly.
London Answers.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
The Crack In the Plate.
j
8AVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
There was company to dinner at
Nellie's house In South Broad street,
and the diners were enjoying the first
I.
course, which consisted of oyster soup.
Nellie made away with hers for some
PRICE-LIS- T
fcime in silence until she had nearly
One-li15
cleaned the plate, when site suddenly
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
paused and. looking at her mother
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
across the table, said in a stage whisOne-lin- e
20c.
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3 2 inches long
per:
15s.
on
Each
line
additional
stamp,
"Mamma, what you fink? Dere's a
One-lin- e
25a.
hair in the soup!"
and not ov er 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
"Hush, Nellie," said mamma, frownon
same stamp, 20c
Each additional line
ing. "It's nothing but a crack In the
One-lin- e
over 5 Inches long, per Inch
15.
Stamp,
plate."
Each additional Tine, same price.
Nellie moved the bowf of her spoon
(,,
back and forth over the supposed crack
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
and then exclaimed triumphantly:
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
"Kin a crack move?"-- St.
Louis ReLarger sizes at proportionate prices.
public.
Inch Inch In siz, we charge for on
Where type used Is over one-hal- f
A Diplomatic System.
Inch or fraction.
line for each one-ha"To what, sir." we asked a mleldle
DATES, ETC.
aged, happily married man recently,
Ma
'do you attribute the success you have
Local Dater any town and data for
made of your married life?"
60
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
"'TIs a bit of elementary wisdom,
5
Dater
line
Regular
my Hon." he replied. "When my wife
l.M
Model
Dstsr
Band
Deflnance
is In the wrong. I agree with her, and
1.50
all is well. When she Is in the right, I
Signature, Rubber 8tamp and Wood Cut
argue against her; she emerges triPearl Check Protector
,
umphantly, proves me foolish, feels
8TAMP PAD8.
good all day and again all Is well.
25 cents; 2 34x4 M,
15 cants; 2
10 cents; 2x3
1
Learn this, my sou, 'ere you marry."
75 cants.
15 cents; 3 14x6 14, 50 cents; 4
'Cleveland Leader.

Rubber Stamps

2

lf

.....

Fac-Sml- le

SELF-INKIN-

2,

FOR TYPE SPECIMEN8

"I want to pay this bill." he said at
the hotel bar, "but I think you have
made a slight error here in my favor.
I've been reading over the extras, aud
I cannot find that you have charged V
anything for telling me you thought it
might rain."
'
'

ADDKESS

An Oversight.

9E7

PJEXICA). PRIJaTlJIG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

.'''

Probably.
"The idea!" exclaimed Mrs. Kadley. ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
"I wonder why that woman is watch-lume so?"
U. S. MAIL AND PA
"Probably." replied ber' husband,
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
"she's trying to find out why you are
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
staring at her." Exchange.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
Tho Time to Call.
Mrs. Duulelgh it is very singular the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
that your mother always happens to Santa Fe and all points in the
call on me when I am out.
Valley and western New MexLittle Flossie Dlmpleton Oh. we can ico.
Fee from our front window whenever
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at
you go away
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
t
Is not every day the two confluxes of Railway.
two eternities for every man? Lines
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arriv-of influences from all the past and
stretching onward Into all the future
do intersect theni.Carlyle.
Es-tanc-

Her Own Money.
Husband What! Another new elress?
Wife Well, don't be so cross. 1 bought:
It with my own money. Husband- Your own? Where did you get it from?
Wife I Bold your fur coat Boclan.

A goo

4

AUTOMOBILE

g

His Arch Look.
Sally Gay What a cunning little fellow Mr. Callipers is! Dolly Swift
.Cunning? Why. he's dreadfully
Sally Gay Yes, but that gives
him such an arch look, you know.
Truth.

OR SALE
B. Sloan.

FOR RENT,

typewriter, J.

The seals and record tooKs tor notaries public for sale by the Nem
Mexican Printing company at very
Pain anywhere stoppea in 20 min- reasonable rates. Seals for IncorporPirates of the Caspian.
utes sure with one of Dr. Snoop's ated companies are also handled. Call
The Turcoman dwellers in central Pink Pain Tablets. The formula is at or address the New Mexican Print-bi- t
Asia are terrible robbers. They are on the
box. Ask your Doctor
fiomp&ny, Santa Fe. Nw Mexico,
also slave dealers, selling all the pris- or Druggist about this formula! Stops
oners whom they make In war or In womanly pains, headache, pains anyIt Is an admitted ract mat real estheir thieving raids. Besides plunder- where. Write Dr. Snoop, Racine, tate, financial men and merchants all
ing by land, they carry on their evil Wis., for free trial, to prove value of say that quickest and best rewiltsar
work by water, for they have a num- his Headache, or Pink Pain Tablets. obtained by advertising -. the New

j

His Method.
"Your speech sounded fine," said the
attentive listener, "but, do you know, I
can't remember half a dozen words
of it." ,
"That's good," answered Senator Sorghum. "The art of speechmaklng consists in pleasing the ear without furnishing any data for subsequent
Washington Star.

Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet,
Agrement of Publisher,
6heet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
sheet
Coal Declaratory Statement
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Power of an Attorney,
sheet.
Affidavit and Corroborating
Affidavit, 2 sheet.
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of Notice,
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale In Books or 25 Blanks,
40 cents per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han-di- e
Animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand, 4 sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.)
Bond of Appearance
(District
sheet
Court),
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Complaint, 2 sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond,

Mil

SSENGER

ROUTE,

ing at Roswell at 11:0 a, m. Saving
Passengera over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros,

well, New Mexico.
50 lba. Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD, manage

!
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-- Iff
PHONE
NO. 92.

PHONE
NO. 92.

Mrs. L. E. Lumbley of Tularosa, Mr.
and Mrs. V. H. Lumbloy of Alamo-- j
gordo, and Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Lum-- 1
bley of Silver City, Mississippi, held
a reunion at Tularosa. a few days
The three brothers had not
airo.
been together for 27 years.
Gives Credit to Spirits When spirits whispered to W. II. Ames, tele
graph operator at Corona, uncoin
county, that he could use his right
arm which had been paralyzed for
twelve years, he tried it and to his
mem
joy found that he could use tne
was
it
before
as
well
as
paraiyzea.
ber
And Still it Rains Precipitation
yesterday was .07 of an inch, ine
maximum temperature was 70 degrees
nnl the minimum 5G degrees. The re
lative humidity at G o'clock last even
this
ing was 68 degrees. It was cloudy
for
are
predicted
and
showers
iwonnnn
and tomorrow by the weather
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Editor Takes Bride O.
of the Tucumcari Sun
was married at Tucumcari to Miss
Tucumcari

C. Hammons

Tomatoes

Cantoloupes
HAYWARD 'S

PHONE
NO. 92.

MIIET

m

Rena Terry.
Sunnyside Sanitarium Sold Thornton More of Lexington, Ky., has bought
the Sunnyside sanitarium at Silver
City from E. A. Woodhull.
Chaves Held for Grand Jury
Chaves of Roswell, has been
held in $500 bond for the grand jury
for stabbing Lucius Sanchez.
San Augustine Fiesta The Indian
pueblo of Isleta south of Albuquerque is today celebrating San Augustine day with a dance and fiesta.
Will Have Central Power Plant It
Is proposed to erect an electric power
Dlant at Deming to furnish power to
pump enough water to reclaim 12,000

acres.

asm

Heating Plant Finished The new
brick building as well as the heating
m
plant of the New Mexico Normal
school at Silver City, has been completed.
Machinery for Copper Mines Cocarloads of machinery
mpanyTwo
have arrived at Hanover, Grant county,
for the Philadelphia Copper Mines
Company.
Drowned in the Rio Grande Abel
Avonra, aged 17 years, was drowned
night before last in the Rio Grande,
near El Paso, while taking a bath in
its muddy waters.
Awarded
Contract for School
House The board of education of
has awarded the contract
for its new school building to O. D.
H Warnock for $11,179.
THE CAPITAL CITY BANK Is now
open and ready for business and offers Its services to rich and poor alike.
We want YOUR business. Your interests will be carefully guarded and
every transaction is treated as strictly
confidential.
Chinese to Be Deported Two Celestials were arrested at Whitewater
while on their way from the Mexican
border to Silver City. They will be
4.
Phone Ho. 4.
.
probably deported.
Machinery for Sandia Mines Albert P. Hunter and William L. Gallagher are at El Paso buying machinery for the Swastika Company's properties in the Sandia mountains.
K. of P. Members, Attention This
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
evening at the office of General
Charles F. Easley, a meeting of memRaton
Screened
$4.50 per' ton
Lump
bers of Santa Fe lodge K. of P. No. 2
monero
5,25
will be held to reorganize the lodge.
6.00'
Elks' Opera House Tonight Are
Anthracite Coal all sizes (
you going to attend the moving picture
Sawed Wood and Kindling
show at the Elks' opera house tonight?
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing Coal
You will miss somethins worth while
if you don't, as the new pictures are
exceedingly good.
Near A-- , T. & S. F. Depot.
Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.
Don't cherish the idea that the CAPITAL CITY BANK is a class institution. Now that it a "going concern,"
if you want to' buy some of its stock
and become identified with the new enterprise and aid its success we would
be glad to have YOU. It is the financial home of every depositor, whether
his account be large or small, and each
one will receive the same courteous;
treatment and consideration.
Work for Two Hundred Men The
sewer construction at Albuquerque
which has been started will employ
RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED.
200 men and will mean the distribution of a quarter million dollars
&
among the businessmen.
Attention,
Knights of Pythias-Th- ere
FORT WORTH Texas,
JACKSON Mississippi.
will be a special meeting of
the order tonight at 7:30 p. m. at the
X
office of Chas. F. Easley,
Laughlin
block. Business of vital importance
demands your attention.
Died as Result of Street Car Accident Mrs. Margaret Leekley of Albuquerque, died at San Francisco as
the result of a street car accident.
Mrs. Leekley had lived at Albuquer
AND
que nineteen years and the funeral
will take nlace there.
Downey Has a Mishap J. B. Downey, formerly proprietor of the Wilcox
ranch in the Tesuque valley and now
manager of the electric light works at
Silver City, had a runaway last week
at Silver City, inwhich his wagon was
wrecked, but no one was injured.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
Good Roads Meeting This evening
106 Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall
Telephone 142. Night 151 House at Albuquerque a good roads meeting
will be held at which Territorial En
gineer Vernon L. Sullivan will con
sult with Albuquerque citizens as to
X
X
K
X
X the best route to be chosen for the
Scenic Highway southward from SanAND
ta Fe.
Boy Riders Reach Roswell Geroni-mCH1MAY0
A
Louis and Temple Abernathy,
ranging in age from, five to seven
BLANKETS
years, sons of U. S. Marshal J. R.
of Guthrie,
Abernathy
Oklahoma,
have arrived at Roswell after an ov
erland ride of seven hundred miles
on their ponies.
Santa Fe Grants Special Rates
The Santa Fe Railway Company has
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
granted special rates for the Scottish
Rite reunion at Santa Fe on September 20 to 22. The rate is one and
v.
d
for the round trip from all
In New Mexico, El Paso and
points
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenire
:
Trinidad.
We will shortly have in a full line of
Jail
Fugitives Recaptured Jose
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
Griego and Nicolas Luna, two short
term prisoners who escaped from the
it
Bernalillo county jail, have been
brought back to Albuquerque by DepProprietor.
uty Sheriff Fidel Apodaca and are
now wearing a ball and chain. They
301 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.
were captured at Belen.'
Hadn't Met for 27 Years Mr. and

4
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F. Andrews,
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COAL AND WOOD
terrillos

CAPITAL COAL YARD

MONEY LOANED
ON REAL ESTATE

LONG TIME,

EASY PAYMENTS,

The Jackson Loan

Trust Company
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NOW

HEADQUARTERS

AT SANTA FE.

New Mexico Christian Endeavor
clety is Reorganized and
the
Campaign Will Begin.

J. E, Lacome, proprietor of
Claire, has gone to Ojo Caliente.
Arthur E. P. Robinson who has
Mrs. Charles Wagner and daughter,
Onofre, have gone to Albuquerque on just returned from
Albuquerque
where he went in the Interest of
a visit.
Mrs. Solomon Luna has returned to Santa Fe members of the Christian
her home at Los Limas from a very Endeavor Society, reports that complete reorganization of the territorial
enjoyable visit to the Pacific coast.
At a speL. E. Johnson a traveling man from society has been effected.
cial
the
of the
meeting,
resignations
town
arrived
in
St. Louis, is
having
officers
were accepted:
on the noon train. He is a guest at the following
President, H. S. Llthgow, secretary
Claire.
A; A. Vickers, representative of tha and treasurer; Miss Kate Vaughn;
Continental Coal OU Company, arrived corresponding secretary; Miss Mattie
from Las Vegas at noon today. He is Tway. To fill the vacancies the following new officials were elected
registered at the Claire.
means the changing of the
which
W. B. Mowery and H. J. Parker of
from the Duke City to
headquarters
were
Oklahoma City,
among the traveltonight
E. Linney,
Fe: President,
Santa
noon
men
at
who
arrived
tolay.
ing
bureau.
and
treasurer;
Santa
secretary
Fe;
are guests at the Claire.
Bio Shinment Received The Wood- They
P.
Santa
E.
Arthur
Robinson,
Fe;
from
R.
a
L. Baca has returned
Mrs.
Davis Hardware Company has just re
vice president, Fred H. Kltson, RaWashin
to
friends
visit
ceived a car load of heating ap- very pleasant
secretary, Miss
ton; corresponding
totals ington, D. C, New York and other Kate Vaughn, Albuquerque.
paratuses . the cost of which
eastern centers.
A campaign for new members is to
about forty thousand dollars. The
Attorneys C. C. Davidson and Reed be
in
be
all
will
placed
started at once and every effort
heating devices
Holland, who are prominent In legal will be made to double the New
contracts
already
Fe
homes,
Santa
circles at Tucumcari, Quay county, are
inMexico membership by the time the
having been made. This Is another
visitors in town, attending the ses- next international convention takes
dication of the rapid growth that is
sions of the supreme court.
which will be in 1911. Next
taking place in this city.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- place
Pala special convention for the
summer
Hotels
the
at
Arrivals
Noon
livan will be at Roswell next Monday
of the southwest will be held
Albusocieties
ace J. C Ross, C. N. Sanford.
to discuss the survey of the Car'rizozo-RosweIn December, 1910, a conin
Texas.
San
querque; Mrs. S. L. Solander,
road. Mr. Sullivan will be as- vention of. all societies in New Mex
Antonio, Tex.; Theodore Fershtand, sisted in the survey by V. R. Kennedy,
ico will be held.
San Francisco; James R. Harper, El county surveyor of Chaves county.
B.
Ray. AlbuquerPaso. Claire H.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
LEGAL BLANKS.
H. J.
que; L. E. Johnson, St. Louis;
was taken with illness yesterday,
Collins, Albuquerque; A. A. Vickers, which Is feared is caused by ptomaine
In Stock and for Sale By the
T.no Vpens: W. B. Mowery. R. J. Park
poisoning. He will probably leave for Kept
Williams,
Fe New Mexican ConformFrank
Santa
er, Oklahoma City;
his home at Albuquerque this afterto
the Laws of New Mexico.
ing
Pecos.
noon unless he should feel better by
sheet.
resident Entryman,
Patronize and thereby, encourage tonight.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
th nPW Bank THE CAPITAL1 CITY
Deed, the City of Santa Fe, full
BANK and help make it a success if
into
move
sheet.
your
to
want
others
you
community and invest their money.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
MONEYS AND METALS.
The greater our success the greater
Deed, the City of Santa Fe, 2 sheet.
New York, Aug. 26 Call money
the inducement to others in like situ- firm 2
Application for Marriage License,
prime paper
V
ation. In helping the new Bank you Mexican dollars 44; Amal. 82
sheet
Eng.
are helping yourselves and your at- Atch. 116; N. Y. Cent. 1361-4- ; Penn.
sheet.
Sheet Contracts,
tractive city and country.
U. P. 198; Steel
138; S. P. 125
Agreement, 2 sheet.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
74; pfd. 123
Butcher's Bond, 2 sheet.
Santa Fe, Aug. 25, 1909.
New York, Aug. 2G. Lead steady,
Application for License Retail LiMaximum temperature 76 degrees $4.354.40; copper, quiet, standard quor License.
sheeC
atl:20 p. m. Minimum temperature Silver, 51
Application for License, Game and
WOOL MARKET.
56 degrees at 5.40 a. m. Mean" tem- ' '
Tables, 2 sheet.
Gaming
from
The Wool Market.
perature 66 degrees. Departure
sheet.
Application for License,
normal 0 degrees. Relative humidity
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 26. Wool, un2
sheet.
Sheriff's
Report,
Monthly
humat. 6 a. m. 89 per cent. Relative
changed; territory and western medi25 cents per pad.
Notes,
cent.
Relative
68
Promissory
6
m.
per
idity at p.
ums, 2328; fine mediums, 2224;
2
Probate Clerkand Recorder,
humidity, average for the day, 58 per fine, 1319.
sheet.
last
cent. Lowest temperature during
GRAIN, LARD, PORK. AND RIBS.
2
sheet.
for
Final Proof,
26. Close-W- heat
night 60 degrees. Precipitation
Chicago, 111.. Aug.
m.
sheet.
6
a.
today
the 24 hours ending at
94
97
Dec.
Sept.
Temperature at 6
0.07 of an inch.
Dec. 55
Corn Sept. 65
a. m. today 61 degrees.
Dec. 36
Oats Sept. 36
P. U. BROWN, Agent
Mission Teachers Conference YesPork Sept. $22.40; Jan. $17,42
the beginfor
Jan. $10.30.
Lard Sept. $11.97
terday afternoon marked
held by
Ribs Sept. $11.70; Jan. $9.20.
ning of the conference being
LIVE STOCK.
the mission teachers of the PresbyterReceipts, 17,000; market
ian church of New Mexico and Arizona.
Sheep
The conference is to last a week with steady. Muttons $4.005.25; lambs,
Albuquerque N. M:
wethers
$4.00
Dr. David B. Boyd of Norman, Okla., $5.757.50;
range
Headquarters at
Dr. Boyd is the commis- 5.25; range ewes, $3.255.25.
presiding.
Receipts 17,000. Market
sioner of the Woman's Board of Home
Sheep
Missions of the Presbyterian church. steady. Westerns $3.004.65; yearAbout fifteen teachers are here at lings $4.505.50; western lambs $4.50
of
7.75.
present, but in all an attendance
is
Receipts, 7,000; market 5 to
expected.
Hogs
thirty
ver 10 cents lower.
Bulk of sales $7.70
in
Albuquerque-OSportsmanship
Go.
packers and
400 hunting licenses have been 7.90; heavy $7.758.50;
Gun
The
butchers
$7.507.90;
county.
light
$7.757.95;
ia0Qi,p,i in Rprnalillo
Club is getting for a formal opening pigs $6.007.25.
Lessees of the Great SALT LAKE)
Chicago, 111., Aug. 26. Cattle Reof the duck season and is placing its
Beeves
club
weak.
The
5,000;
order.
market,
ceipts,
preserve in good
Near
lake four miles long on the $4.157.75; Texas steers $4.005.40;
owns
Rio Grande, in which fishing is also re western steers $4.406.40; stackers
to and feeders $3.15 5.25; cows and
ported good. It has expended $250 Alheifers $2.256.40; calves $6.008.75.
to
ine
the
road
lake,
the
improve
also exKansas City, Mo., Aug. 26. 'Cattle-Rece- ipts,
is
Club
Automobile
buquerque
7,000; market steady to 10
road
improvement.
pending $175 for
Native steers $4.25
cents
lower.
BANK
pays
THE CAPITAL CITY
7.80; southern steers
Constantly on Hand a Supply of
$3.254.50;
and
Time
on
Deposits
Four Per Cent
native
cows
southern
$2.253.75;
CLEAN, DRY STOCK SALT
would be glad to have YOURS. They
cows and heifers $2.005.50; stockers
will be glad to have every one come in
and feeders $2.755.20; bulls, $2.80
and visit them whether you do busi- 4.00: calves
western
$3.757.50:
For Prices and Terms Address
ness with them or not. They are anx- steers
western
$2.75
cows,
$3.756.G5;
with
you.
ious to get better acquainted
NEW MEXICO SALT COMPANY
4.50.
They will make your interests their
EstanctaN, M.
interests if you will meet them half If
earthon
want
try
you
anything
way.
a New Mexican want "ad."
Statehood Edition The first of the
Denver Post's statehood editions will
new
FOR SALE One
almost
appear on the first Sunday in Septem- Storey & Clark piano. Easy terms.
JULIUS MEYERS. President.
ber and will be devoted to Santa Fe. It Apply New Mexican.
will be very creditable to the old town
FRED FORNOFF.Vlce- - President.
Arch
illustrated.
well
will
be
and
EARL SCOTT, Secretary.
wardrobe.
WANTED Secondhand
in
Meigs, who has had the work
New Mexican.
Apply
charge is putting the finishing touches
to it now and is very much pleased
with the showing made. Local physicians have written an article on
Santa Fe as a health resort. Section
Director C. E. Linney of the weather
bureau an article of Santa Fe climate
and a committee consisting of F. C.
Wilson, H. F. Stephens and Paul A.
F. Walter wrote the article on Santa
Fe and selected the photographs to go
with it. A committee consisting of
A
S. G. Cartwright and W. F. Owen collected the necessary funds. The worlt
is being done upon the lnitative of the
New
Commercial Club which invited the
Board of Trade to participate. The re
and
sult should prove of considerable value to the statehood cause as well as to
the city.
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HUBBS LAUNDRY CO

BARBER
SHOP

O K

New Mexico Salt

--

YoA

Real Airship Will Make Daily Flight at the
Mexico Fair
29th Annual
Resources Exposition

The New Mane mi printing company
and
has ready and for sal
correct comDilatlons at the territorial
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial road laws, pprice 60
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy. Thess
can be purchased by applying In per
ton or by mail at the office of , th
company.
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PRESIDENT TAPT IS GOING3TO BE THERE
THE GREAT SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
ALL KINDS OP NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE AMUSE,

The N ew Mexican Friutrag company
Is nreDared to furnish cards de rite
or ladles and for gentlemen on abort
notice in first class style at reasonable
irices, either engraved or printed.

1909

ments

'

special excursion rates on all : railroad
W. G. TIGHT,

President

JOHN B. McV ANUS,

''

M

Secretary.
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